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ABSTRACT. 

This report describes a routing algorithm used for global 

wiring of gate arrays. Gate array layout design consists of 

three major parts : functional decomposition, placement and 

routing. 

Because of the computational complexity the routing 

algorithm is divided in two parts : global and local 

routing. During the global wiring phase the wires are 

routed in terms of cells, each cell corresponding with a 

subarea of the chip; during the local wiring phase the wires 

are exact embedded on the available tracks within these 

cells. Major goals during this stage are avoiding violating 

channel capacity restrictions (embedding more wires tr4n 

permitted in a certain area) and produce near minimal total , 
wire length. The routing algorithm used is of hierarchical 

nature to cope with the complexity of gate arrays. The 

algorithm is based mainly on the principles developed by 

Burnstein at IBM. 
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INTRODUCTION. 

This is a report of my graduated period in the Automatic 

System Design Group (ES) of the department of Electrical 

Engineering at the Eindhoven University of Technology. 

This group has several research projects such as network 

simulation using PWL (piece wice linear) modellinq, layout 

editinq, logic editing, full custom layout design and gate 

array layout design. Two of these projects (simulator and 

gate array projects) are contributions to the NELSIS/ICD 

(NEderLands ontwerpSysteem voor geInteqreerde Schakelingenl 

IC Desiqn) project which is a co-oporation of all 

Universities of Technologies in the Netherlands and several 

companies. Goal of the gate array project is to develop a 

whole qate array design packaqe for very small en medium 

sized companies to desiqn gate arrays of several gate array 

foundries. Gate array layout design consists of functional 

decomposition, placement and routinq. Normally routinq is 

divided in two staqes: qlobal routinq and local routinq. 

The program described in this report forms a part of this 

system: qlobal routing of qate arrays. 

At this place I would like to thank the qroup ES and 

especially the coach of my graduation period, prof. dr. 

-inq. J. A. G. Jess for the pleasant co-oporation an the 

support given to me that made this period possible. 
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1. Integrated circuits. 

1.1 Integrated circuit tec~noloqy. 

The cost,time investment and technical effort required to 

engineer an integrated circuit (IC) is currently a major 

undectaking : it may consume many man-years of design effort 

alone and a financial in'lestment of around $250000. The 

functional complexity of tlle modern integrated circuit, 

which is currently about onl~ million transistors, is now so 

qreat that this 'component' c:an contain complete systems. 

The 32-bit microprocessor circuit of the computer I have 

worked on is one single silic:on integrated circuit. 

Until lately, it was commonplace to design and fabricate an 

integrated circuit with pel;haps up to a few thousand gates 

of 'random' logic. This relcltive level of integration of 

functional complexity is w:ldely referred to as large scale 

integration (LSI), and such (:ircuit densities were developed 

during the late 1970's and early 1980's. The integrated 

circuit industry has indeed matured since the late 1950's 

when the revolutionary l,lanar technology concept was 

introduced, which first enabled an electronic circuit in 

monolithic form to be produced. At that time only low 

functional densities at so ccliled small scale integration 

(55I) were achievable and,. typically, several gates were 

integrated. However, as the technology developed during the 

late 1960's, the era of medium scale integration (MSI) 

appeared where several hundred components per integrated 

circuit could be fabricuted. Already in the 1980's 

prototype circuits exceeding one million components are in 

design and the era of very large scale integration (VLSI) 

has arrived. However, the dl~siqn potential of LSI has not 

yet been fully exploited for the myriad of possible 

applications, owing to a world shortage of LSI designers. 

At the VLSI complexity leve:L the design problem itself will 

escalate, calling for new, desperately needed and still 

awaited computer-aided design (CAD) toeta. 
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1.2 Design options. 

The most efficient way of realising any electronic function 

in integrated form is to design a dedicated, custom-desi~ned 

circuit. Until recently, however, the effort and finance 

for this task were not justified unless the requirement for 

the circuit was predicted to exceed about 50000 parts per 

year or unless high performance was demanded. Only in these 

cases would the cost per function be acceptable when 

amortised over the production quantity. Relatively 

recently, there have been moves to address this problem, 

moves which include setting up silicon fOundries which could 

potentially attract an overall high throughput rate composed 

of a large number of low volume jobs. When such concepts 

are more widely accepted, significantly more custom-desj~ed 

circuits may be produced for the many applications where the 

potential volume is modest, e. q. medical electronics and 

military systems. 

r'" High packing I . I 
: Rtquiremf'nt : HIgh 5pl!f'd I Lo .... power 
: Technology demity ! 
, & dt51gn approach ' 
~----.---.:~, b:---:-' -----:-,,' .,-.:N-:-M""'Oc::-S--..... II-::C:c:-M:-::O~S:------1 : Tf'chnology I ipo or: . 

i CMOS SOS i IlL I'l i I 
i Quantity of :~" 

; 

I I 
integratf'd i Design i I i , I 

, 
I circuits 1 approach i I : I 

I 1(0) i gate array bipolar I'SO.CMOS ISO·CMOS I 
I : 12l 

I 
I ! I 
l 10(0) I cellular i- NMOS CMOS 

1 

100(0) I fully customised bipolar NMOS ISO·CMOS ! 
(lower density) ISO·CMOS 12l 

! 1(0)00) I standard product bipolar NMOS ISO·CMOS 

\ 

(lower density) NMOS 
12L 

Figure 1. Technology/design choice. 

With regard to the LSI 
applications, perhaps 

design approach 

a total demand 

for 

of 

small volume 

1-5 thousand 

circuits, gate array techniques offer a rapid solution for 

minimum costs and a turn around time ~several days is not 

unknown. Equivalent circuit densities of 2-3 thousand ~ates 

are typical and include a vast range of circuit board 

replacement applications. 
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1.3 Gate array. 

The qate array can be reqi!lrded as a mask proqra.mJ1lable 

component, or functional ar:ray offerinq the full capability 

of implementation of cOlnbinational loqic functions ~ 

sequential circuits and plJssibly analoque functions. The 

qate array is based on the cl:mcept of . usinq an ,integrated 

circuit consistinq of a miltrix of identical components or 

functional elements which hals passed throuqh all the sta.ges 

in the chip fabrication process except the final 

interconnection (usually Detill) staqe. The array chip is a 

standard component and can be held as a stock item. The 

specific interconnection pattern derived from the user's or 

customer I s system loqic spec:Lfication is then applied to the 

uncommitted chip via one or more metallisation masks to 

complete the LSI chip. 

This approach to LSI design has a number of significant 
features : 

- Only interconnection mnsks (usually metal) need be 

designed,. so that pr01:.otype time scales and costs are 

reduced. 

- Since only interconnect:lon masks have to be desiqned 

and produced, there is a hiqher probability of 

obtaining a correct desJlqn at the first time. 

- The integrated. circuit processing stage of 

metal.1isation is less complicated than any of the other 

processinq stages,. consjLstinq,. in the mean,. of etching 

away unwanted aluminium to leave the desiqned 

interconnection pattern., Thus a system house ca.n have 

an effective full cuntom capability without the need 

for a full processinq cnpability. 

- Up to the final mask ntaqe the qate array devices 

appear to the processin~r house as a hiqh volume product 
with benefits from all the cost redAlctions of a hiqh 
throuqhput desiqn. 

- By their own nature,. qC!Lte array chips require more 

silicon area for a given function, do not provide the 
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hiqhest possible levels of inteqration and have 

siqnificantly less desiqn freedom when compared to full 

custom chip desiqns. 

1.4 Gate array architecture. 

A qate array consists of a reqular arranqement of basic 

buildinq blocks containinq loqic qates (MOS,CMOS) or sinqle 

transistors (bipolar). Usually these buildinq blocks are 

qrouped in larqer blocks called functional cells which can 

perform very simple electronic functions. Customisation of 

the cell is only achieved by interconnection geometries 

within the functional cells. These functional cells are 

accessible at 

interconnectinq 

function. 

pins and are facinq routing 

them to compose a specific 

areas for 

electrical 

Every qate array is surrounded by a set of bondinq pads for 

the connections that leave the chip. Each bondinq pad is 

provided with the necessary electronic circuits to either 

pass siqnals from the pads to the interior of the qate array 

or vice versa. 

Over the years several qate array layout styles have 

developed. The two primary styles which are in wide use are 

the island cell and standard cell approach. 

1/0 CELL 
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I I I I 
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-
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... 

· · · · · . 
0 0 0::0 .... ~~ ....... :.: .......... ,. .............. 
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I I , J I I ! I I I 
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I "I/l111Il HOI om 111m lUll ml WI I III 1DI ml III Dli 01111 III 

II II .nlUll III mumll 111111 -1U1I1I 1011111111 

II IB ID IIII! I lurn IBOII/II I liD un liD I 

1111 811 Illn I11III 1ft I IIlI ulilim un 011 mil 1111 II 1111 

III 11 III III 101111111 11m 1m ulllil 11111111 

II I "111m III Iliou nil dn DUlIl 1111 illilUi Mill I 

II I III Dn Hlml un 1I!Dl nil 1m DB I 0111 mllill on lull 11111111 11111 I 

I I I I I I ! I I I 
Fiqure 2. Island and poly style. 

- The island style uses o:f islands of functional cells 
surrounded by routin~~ area. Each island can be 
customised to form a silmple boolean or memory function. 
The area around the island is used to interconnect the 

different islands. 

- The ~ cell style has of functional cells placed in 
rows, which are separated by intervening routing 
channels. By the arrangement of the cells the pins are 
faCing the channel and by the internal structure of the 
functional cells the pins opposite to each other are 
electrically common. A ~ connecting the pins at the 
various locations may be situated within a single 
channel or intercOnnE!ct more than one channel. The 
interconnections 
accomplished by : 

the channels can be 

- Pins of the functjLonal cells if the net has to 
make contact with the pin. 

- Feed through. A feed throuq~ is 
opposite pins in it. functional cell 
each other but not performinq 
function. 

a set of two 
connected which 

an electrically 
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Channels perpendicular to the intervening wlrlng 

channels located at both ends of the cell rows. 

1.5 Design strategy and CAD system. 

The three major activities in going from the logic 

description to array chip models or ~roduction are design, 

processing (mask and chip metallisation) and packaging and 

testing. 

design 
inputs 

chin 
design 
process 

design 
outputs 

~loqic description ~ 
~test vectors 

~simulation 

-layout chin 
~- library + . 

layou~ check of cells 

, 1 test program ~ mask fab , 
wafer fab 

automatic test ~<--------~ 
equioment 

1 
good chips 

Fiqure 3. General chip design process. 

cell 
desion 

ohysical 
process 

A general gate array design process is depicted in fig 3. 

The heart of the system is a library of predesigned (and 

hierarchically) chip parts of cells. This contains logic 

primitives, functional cells and macros for use by the logic 

designer and chip desiqner. Macros consist of functional 

cells grouped together with a fi%ed interconnection geometry 

to perform more complex functions. With this librarYr the 

logic desiqner designs and simUlates his logic in terms of 

the high level logiC description. The library information 

contains information for. chip layout, for simulation, for 

the generation of mask information, an~or the generation 

of a test program for an automatic test vector set. 

Given a high level logic description in library cell terms, 

the chip design is reduced to the plac~ment and routing of 
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the above-mentioned cells andl macros. The logic, gates, 
circuits, transistors and otber details within the cells are 

invisible to the chip designe~r. Thus most of the detai led 

chip design below the cell level is done once, stored in the 
library and made available tCI all chip designers for use in 
many VLSI chip designs. The chip design is tested with 
actual fan-in, fan-out, and routing on' the chip taken into 
account. With appropriate computer aids, this chip design 

process also produces short design intervals and low design 
costs. 

The central chip design process is independent of changes in 
silicon technology. For a new technology or a change in the 
design rules, the new cells are first designed and verified. 

New cell files are created and these are put in the library 

as new additional cell files or as replacements for obsolete 
cell files. The chip design process (and CAD system) can be 
independently and continuously improved to reduce the chip 
design time and costs even as the silicon technology 
changes. 

1.6 Gate array layout design. 

A layout of a system is any set of data that uniquely 
specifies the masks necessary for integrating the system. 
Chip layout design of a gate array consists of three major 
activities functional decomposition, placement and 

routing. 

- functional decompOSition 

Since the user requires 
function of the chip, 

a certain high level logic 
this function must first be 

decomposed in primitive functions which can be realised 

in the functional cells. This can be done by use of 

logic editinq or library information of cells and 
macros. The cell library contains both the functional 
behaviour of a ceillmacro and its interconnection 

~ 
geometry which must be mapped onto the chip to realise 
the desired function. 

- placement 
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In this staqe the function of each functional cellon 

the chip is determined by assigninq interconnection 

geometries. Usually several functional cells on the 

gate array remain unused (in most cases 10-20 %). The 

major goal of placement is assigning the geometries in 

such a way that all interconnections to the pins can be 

made. The interconnection areas have a fized size and 

can accommodate only a certain number of 

interconnections. 

- routing 

The router task is to interconnect all functional 

cells. A ~ list contains the nets, a net is a set of 

pins that must be interconnected. The locations of the 

pins are known and the router must interconnect all 

nets without violatinq the restrictions. Sometimes a 

router is unable to interconnect all nets. The nets 

which are not interconnected by the router are called 

overflows. . Routinq is a computationally very complex 

task. In order to reduce the complexity it is divided 

in two parts : global routing and local routing. 

- global routing 

Global routinq is initiated by dividinq the chip into a 

grid of cell. The cell area defines the location of a 

set of global points while the cell boundaries 

represent a set of routinq paths. Each net is ~ 

represented ~ ~ set of cells in which their pins are 

located, called interconnection terminals. Each cell 

boundary is assigned a value representing the number of 

interconnection wires that can be driven through the 

boundary. The global routing will determine the routes 

(interconnection paths) for all nets. The route of 

each net is determined in cell resolution, ignorinq all 

internal cell connections. The goals of global routing 

usually are : 

- avoid violating the boundary restrictions (more 

wires crossing the boundary than permitted) and 

generating a uniform wire distribution if 
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possible. 

wire length, produce a nearly minimal total 

usually measured as Manhattan 

horizontal and vertical wire 

distance (sum of 

lengths in grid 
units). 

- local routing 

Guided by the global areas of the routes, local routing 

determines the exact location of the wires within the 

global area satisfying all desiqn rules. The global 

routes are embedded in the channels and functional 

cells. 
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2. HIERARCHICAL MIRE ROUTING 

2.1 Introduction. 

The purpose of qlobal routinq is to provide a loose initial 

routinq of nets on a chip to quide the subsequent local 

routinq staqe. It is a crucial part in qate array layout 

desiqn. A qate array wafer is preprocessed up to the 

interconnection level and custom loqic functions will be 

realised by the final interconnections. As mentioned before 

the qate array layout involves the phases placement and 

routinq. However it is quite difficult to determine whether 

or not the placement results are satisfactory until the 

routinq is done. On the other hand it is also hard to say 

which phase needs improvement if routinq fails: when a poor 

wirinq method is used, we may not complete the 

interconnections for otherwise qood placements. 

The wirinq space in qate arrays is limited. Channel widths 

are fixed, qivinq rise to the routinq problem for qate 

arrays, that of fittinq the desired connections into the 

available channels. In order to obtain a lOO-percent wire 

completion, we need to distribute the wires over the chip 

such that no overflows (unability to make the desired 

interconnection of a net) occurs. This problem is not 

trivial if 

1. each wirinq channel is almost saturated. 

2. the channel capacities and pin distribution are not 

uniform due to physical constraints (e. q. complicated 

macro desiqn, internal blockade ). 

As the scale of inteqration qrows, the interconnection 

problem becomes increasinqly difficult if not intractable. 

Modern automatic wire routinq methods can be classified as : 

1. maze-runners or Lee-Moore type routers. 

2. line probe routers. 

3. channel routers. 

4. pattern routers. 
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Channel routers require a restrictive arrangement of 

components and do not explore all areas technologically 

available for wiring. Routers based on "line propagation" 

are either extremely time consuming or may fail during the 

search of existing interconnection. This is why maze

runners are widely utilised for wiring very dense chips. 

All these routers work in a one n!1-&!-~-time mode,i.e., all 

nets are wired in a some sequence. Moreover, "maze-runners" 

and "line-propagation" routers are also dependent on 

internal ordering of the terminals within a net. Picking 

different terminals as a source for wave or line propagation 

may result in different interconnections. 

Another disadvantage of "maze-runners" is speed. The time 

for interconnection of one net may be in the worst case 

proportional to the number cf grid pOints of the maze. In 

order to speed up the ma.ze running the wiring process is 

often realised in two phases : global wiring and final track 

allocation. At the global w'iring phase each net is wired in 

terms of cells of the gate a.rray. Instead of allocating the 

wires at final track resolution, a global route of the net 

through the cells of the ga.te array is allocated. This 

limits the area for the '{oi,ave propagation during the final 

wiring phase to the cells s~lecified by the global route. 

The idea of global wiring is the crucial assumption in the 

hierarchical approach. 

Pattern routers are fairly new and their capabilities are 

not yet completely clear ,. but they seem to have the 

potential of overcoming the above mentioned difficulties of 

other routing methodologies ,. This approach should be viewed 

just as another collection ()f heuristic tricks for routing. 

Most wire routing probleJl~s (except trivial cases) are NP

complete so not much more CEm be expected. Uniformity of 

the wiring substrate is }).owever the crucial assumption of 

the method. Optional is thE! assumption that horizontal and 

vertical wire segments are realisecl-";a:on different wiring 

layers and vias are introduc:ed each time a wire changes 

direction. Any 1Qf!A ("wrong way" wires on one layer) are 

prohibited. 
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Within these limitations this approach is advantageous over 

the existing wiring methodologies. 

The final layout of wires is independent of net 

ordering and ordering of the pins within the nets. 

- Because the hierarchical nature of this method it is 

inherently fast, 

faster than the 

usually by an order of maqnitude 

routers based on wave propagation 

(maze-running) technique. 

2.2 Notation and problem description. 

Definitions : 

We will be dealing with standard gate array technology: i.e. 

a uniform grid of cells G = G(i,j), i=1,2, •• ,p j=1,2, •• ,q 

called the final grid. A cell is the intersection of the 

horizontal and vertical channel together with the 

corresponding gate components or circuits. 

circuits 

q 

[=[J=I=:JD~~E§llEO) horizontal. tracks 
1 

""--'" 
1 vertical P 

tracks 

Figure 4. Typical Gate Array Hodel. 

We assume two wiring layers to he 

metallisation. Each cell is 

South and West boundaries. 

available, usually both 

surrounded by North, East, 
~ 

The channel capacity of each boundary is the estimated 

number of w1r1ng tracks that can be driven through this 

boundary on both layers. 
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In order to guarantee the cOlnpletion of the final routing we 

assign to each cell also a via capacity which is the 

estimated number of vias the cell can accommodate. Usually 

one layer is exclusively uSf!d for horizontal wire seqments, 

another for vertical wire se~fDlents and vias are introduced 

f or each layer change whIm the wire bends. Because of 

various technology constrain1:s vias cannot be placed in 

certain configurations. Some of the most prevalent 

restrictions are shown in 4. 

a b c d e 

F1qure S. Some examples 'of via placement constraints. 

For a given 

positions (x) 

intersections. 

via position (0) 

for other vias 

the forbidden neighbour 

are shown on the track 

In general, for a given cell of n horizontal and m vertical 

tracks <referred to as an n*m cell) there is a maximum 

number of vias V(n,m) that can be allowed for each via 

placement restriction. Beyond this maximum number V(n,m) no 

clever arrangement of vias can satisfy the restrictions. 

On the other hand there is a minimum number, v(n,m), of vias 

that can be placed in a cell such that if any number less 

than v(n,m) 1s embedded in the cell, one can always find 

another legal via position, regardless of the confiquration 

of the vias. Therefore, if the vias allocated in a cell do 

not exceed v(n,m), it 1s alnlost certain that exact embedding 

will not fail in the cE'll due to the via placement 

restrictions. 

Problem description : 

The ~ obtained as a result of the functional decomposition 

consists of a set of interconnection terminal cells of the 

final grid G. The pins of the net are located somewhere 
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within these cells. 

The problem of global wiring is to assign a wire route for 

each net of the interconnection network, i. e. for each net 

to indicate exactly the cells and boundaries the net passes 

through. There are two basic conditions that are to be 

satisfied during the global wiring: 

1. Channel capacity conditions. The number of nets 

crossing any boundary must not exceed the channel 

capacity associated with this boundary. 

2. Via conditions. The number of bending wires within a 

cell must not exceed the estimated number of vias that 

a cell can accommodate. 

2.3 Hierarchy. 

A hierarchic system is a system composed of interrelated 

subsystems, each of the latter being hierarchic in 

structure, until some lowest level of elementary subsystems 

is reached. There is a conjecture that complex systems are 

fare more manageable if they are of hierarchic nature than 

non-hierarchic systems of comparable size, and that aspects 

of complex systems that are not hierarchic even elude human 

understanding and observation. Both in nature and science 

many instances support this conjecture. 

In our hierarchic system the elementary subsystems are final 

grid cells and the subsystems are supercella which consist 

of a configuration of several final grid cells with a 

rectanqular shape. He use a bisections hierarchy. Each 

hierarchical level consists of a grid of supercells which 

£An be mapped ~ the final grid. Bisection is an 

operation which divides a rectangle into two smaller 

rectangles. In the grid we take a strip of supercells of 

height one (a row or a column) called a l*N grid, and 

partition this RY A cut line parallel with the longest side 

into a 2*N grid. The cut line ~always applied in 

horizontal or vertical direction and the strip is always a 

row or a column in the grid. Each hierarchical level 

consists of a grid of supercells. At the next level each of 

these supercells generates two descendenc supercells. This 
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procedure is repeated until final grid resolution where the 
supercells become final grid cells. 

Following the same philosophy that led to the separation of 

the global wiring stage from the final assignment of the 
wiring tracks we introduce a "super" global routing' in ter.ms 
of pairs of cells, then il'Ji terms of. quadruples and so on, 
until the problem vanishes. The hierarchical wiring method 

is in a sense a reversed. process, where we start with a 

trivial problem of wiring thE~ grid of two supercells and 
subsequently build the w!r'e routes for every level of the 
chip hierarchy. At the very first level, after the initial 
partition, the global w:i.ring consists of simple net 
classification we determinE! which nets cross the imaginary 

cut line (1. e. which nE!ts have terminal cells in the 

diff erent parts) and whi ch de) not. The nets that do not 

cross the cut line will util:lse only the chip area of one of 
the super cells and are not ];outed at this stage. At the 
second level, after we pari:itioned the chip one more time, 
the net classification becomj!S more complex; for each net we 

define a set of supercells (at this level there are only 

four supercells) that contain interconnection terminals of 

each net. The basic idea o:f the hierarchical global wiring 
is to perform global wiring at each level of the 
partitioning hierarchy. 

Figure 6. Typical wire rout.e at certa~level of hierarchy. 

Let us describe the recursive step of hierarchical global 

wiring when we are movingr from 1-th level of hierarchy to 

the level 1+1. Suppose that a net at the 1-th level 
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occupies a set of supercells denoted by G(i,j); i=1,2, .• ,n , 

j=1,2, •. ,m. 

••• • • • • •• • •• • 
Fiqure 7. Routing area at the next level of hierarchy. 

Suppose also that each of these supercells is partitioned in 

a horizontal direction, so that each supercell G(i,j) 

generates two descendent supercells G-(i,j) and G+(i,j) 

where G-(i,j) is placed underneath cell G+(i,j), resulting 

in a n*2m matrix of cells. For each net of the network the 

following procedure is applied: Consider the supercells at 

the I-th level of hierarchy which are occupied by the net 

and consider their descendants which define the wiring area 

for this net at the (I+l)-th level of hierarchy. Each 

rectangle of fig can be subdivided into rectangles of 

height at most 2. Obviously the route has to be located 

within the shaded area of fig 7. We solve the problem by 

routing the net in all these 2*N subgrids. So the global 

wiring problem is reduced to determine the route of the nets 

in each of the partitioned 2*N subgrids. 
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Fiqure 8. Hire route at the next level of hierarchy. 

A typical resul tinq picture i.s fiq 8. He proceed in this 

manner up to sinqle cell res'olution; and at the final level 

we come up with the comple!te qlobal wiring. The main 

advantage of this desiqn appr'oach is that the wiring part of 

layout design is reduced to a relatively simple case 

wiring a net within a 2*N gri,d. Hiring on the I-th level of 

hierarchy is dependent of the! wirinq on the (1-1) -st level. 

As mentioned the Wiring cLrea for a net can be subdivided 

into rectangles of height at most 2, and the problem is 

reduced to independent wirinq inside of these 2*N 

rectangles, referred to as ltitN grids. 

2.4 Construction of 2 •• wirtnq problems. 

This paragraph describes the manner by which the wirinq 

information of a net at thf~ previous level of hierarchy is 

used to construct the 2*N wil~inq problems at the current 

level of hierarchy. SUPPofse that at the previous level of 

hierarchy a row of supercelll5 represented by the l*N qrid G 

is partitioned in horizontal direction resulting in a 2*N 

qrid. Each l*N supercell (;[iJ qenerates two descendent 

supercells G-Cil and G+CiJ, supercell G+ is situated above 

G-. He must now construct the sets Ai· of tl!rminal cells 

{G+[iJ,G-[il} which have to be interconnected. 

The 2*N wirinq alqorithm which will be -ppsented later, has 

the followinq properties : 

- only wire interconnecti4,ns wi thin the 2*N grid area are 

made. 
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- all terminal cells of set A are interconnected. 

Let left denote the abscissa of the leftmost terminal cell 

of set A and riqht the abscissa of the riqhtmost cell of set 

A. Than the resultinq wirinq route will have horizontal 

interconnections with horizontal interconnections at all 

intermediate columns between left and riqht. From the 

previous hierarchical level the parts havinq horizontal wire 

connections are known so we split all cells G[i] in sets 

with each set consistinq of cells interconnectinq each other 

within the l~N qrid area. 

All horizontal interconnections within the l~N qrid are 

removed. The set of terminal cells are defined by the 

locations of the interconnection terminals and the existinq 

wire interconnections to the outside area of the 2~N qrid. 

If G[i] contains an interconnection terminal, meaninq 

that one or more interconnection terminals are located 

somewhere inside this supercell, then after 

partitioninq G+[i] or G-[il or both will contain 

interconnection terminals defined by the net list. 

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 9. Partitioninq a terminal cell. 

For each interconnection terminal a terminal cell is 

introduced because these cells have to be 

interconnected. 

- Interconnections to the outside of the l~N qrid should 

remain existinq because only inside the 2*N qrid new 

interconnections are made by the router. For each 

Qutqoinq interconnection a terminal cell is introduced 

adjacent to the boundary ~ssed by this 

interconnection. 
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1 2 

Figure 10. O\.lItgoing interconnections. 

After determination of our tel'minal cells assignment to the 

previously defined sets baEied on the location in the 2~N 

grid is performed. Now each !Iet with more than one terminal 

cell defines a separate 2*N w:iLrinq problem. 

Example : 

interconnection terminal 

:oartition row 

• 
~ 

set Al (G- (1) ,G+ (3) ) 

• 
set A2 (G-(4),G+(4),G-(6),G+(6) 

Figure 11. Example of definition of the sets A. 

Remarks 

- No separations in different sets would 
......-;g 

superfluous horizontal interconnection 

columns 3 and 4 in the example. 

result in a 

between the 

- A set with one terminal cell contains a interconnection 

terminal and the possj,bility of a wire interconnection 
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to the outside area of the l*N grid. 

In the current program the sets are determined in 

linear time by means of a finite state machine. 

2.5 General 2*N wiring problem. 

The problem of global wiring within a 2*N grid can be 

described as follows : 

G(1, 2) ... . .. . .. . .. . .. G(N,2) 

G(1,1) . . . . .. . .. . .. G(N,1) . . .. 

Figure 12. A general 2*N grid. 

The 2*N grid is a uniform array of cells. Let eel) ••• e(m) 

denote the set of nets which have terminals or existing wire 

connections in the 2*N grid. We now remove all wire 

connections of the previous level which lay in the current 

2*N grid. Then each net eli) is identified with a set of 

cells of this array,called terminal ,ells. If cell G(i,j) 

is a terminal cell of net elk) than at least one of the 

terminals(pins) or a wire connection to the outside area of 

the 2*N grid is located somewhere within cell G(i,j). 

We have also a 2*(N-l) matrix of the horizontal channel capacities 

htl,l), h(1,2), ••••. , h(l,N-l) 

h(2,1), h(2,2), ••.•• , h(2,N-l) 

and an N vector of vertical channel capacities 

vel), v(2), ••••••• v(N) 

(1 ) 

(2) 

associated with our 2*N grid. Where h(i,j) denotes the 
~ 

estimated channel capacity between cells G(i,j) and G(i,j+l) 

and veil denotes the estimated channel capacity between 

cells G(l,i) and cell G(2,i). 
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G(1,2) G(N,2) 

I I I I I I I 
(;(1," G(N,1) 

Figure 13. Lattice qraph of the 2*N qrid. 

A qraph of our 2*N grid consists of 2N vertices associated 
with the grid cells; any two vertices associated with 
neighbour cells are adjacent. The lattice graph is depicted 
in fig 13. 

A route of the net is a subtree of this qraph containing all 

vertices associated with the terminal cells. Our problem is 

to determine routes for all nets which have more than two 
terminal cells in the current 2*N grid. 

The final solution of wire routes for all nets has to 

satisfy both the boundary and. via restrictions : 

- The number of wires cros.sing the boundary between the 
cells G(i,j) and G(i,j+l) must not exceed h(i,j). 

- The number of wires cros.sing the boundary between the 
cells G(l,i) and G(2,i) must not exceed v(i). 

- For each cell G(i,j), the 

(changing direction wi.thin 

number of wires bending 

this cell) for which this 

cell is not a terminal c:ell must not exceed the via 
capacity of that cell wrLich is a function of h(i,j) and 
v(j}. 

In the following chapters we describe two different 

approaches to solve the wirir:lq problem in ill 2*N qrid : 

- The first solution is bSLsed on the exact solution of 
this problem in case of a 2*2 ~d usinq an integer 
linear programming apt>roach and the hierarchical 
extension in a "divide §Llld conquer" fashion. 

- The second solution is l:,ased on more traditional .Q.O§. 

net-at-A,-time routing wi. thin the 2*N grid embedding a.ll 
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nets sequentially. It 

problem with arbitrary 

time if the height of 

turns out that the Steiner 

costs can be solved in linear 

the grid is only 2. This 

solution is an extension of the dynamic programming 

procedure described in [lJ. 

2.6 Determination of the supercell capacities. 

Suppose that at a certain level of hierarchy our 2*N wiring 

grid consists of supercells each containing several final 

grid cells. 

Figure 14. 

vO<+l) vCR) 
I 

\ \ 
I I , 

I , I 

l I 
, 

) 
I 

1\ I i 
1 L / \ 

h(l,k-lf h(l,k) 
R 

2.N ~rid at final grid cell resolution 

VI 

2*N grid supercells and a part of the final 
grid. 

Example of a 2*3 grid of supercells, each supercell consists 

of 3 final grid cells. The boundary of a final grid cell 

coincides with a supercell boundary if geometrically the 

boundary of the final grid forms a part of the supercell 

boundary_ A coincident cell of a supercell boundary is a 

final grid cell, element of this supercell which cell 

boundary coincides with the supercell boundary_ The number 

of coincident final grid cells of a supercell boundary is 

the number of coincident cells (numbers of final grid cells 

with coincident boundaries with the supercell boundary). 

Now we have to determine the channel and via capacities of 

our supercells. Consider the supercells depicted 1n fig 14. 

For the horizontal channel capacity HI~ our supercell we 

could of course choose the horizontal channel capacity 

h(l,k) of the final grid cell boundary which coincide with 

our super cell boundary. This definition of the channel 
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capacity may be adequate, provided that the final grid 

capacity distribution is un:lform. It may not be so in case 

of nonuniform channel capacity distribution in the final 

qrid because the channel capacities of the boundaries 

parallel to those of our coincident boundary h(l,k) at final 

qrid solution disappear fre)m our consideration. It may be 

that those capacities are JDuch less then those of the 

coincident boundary. Considl!r for instance picture 14 where 

the horizontal channel capacity HI has to be determined. 

Denote h(i"jl is the horizontal channel capacity between the 

final qrid cells G(i,j) and (;(i,j+l), k is the boundary of 

the supercell under consid.eration and Land R are the 

coincident boundaries at final grid resolution of 

respectively 

respect to k. 

the left and riqht supercell boundary ~rith 

It may happen that the value of h(l,k) is 

much larqer than for example h(l,k-l), but the procedure for 

solution of the supercell wiring will not see the small 

value of h(l,k-l); it may force a larqe number of nets to 

cross the boundary which coincides with h(l,k) and those 

nets will overflow at the lower levels of hierarchy because 

of the small value of hCl,k-I). In order to avoid this we 

use the following heuristic. §cheme for the determination of 

the factorised channel capacity of the final qrid cell 

boundary which coincides with the boundary of a supercell. 

First of all we compute the quantities h*(i,j) for all final 

qrid cell boundaries which are corrected with the channel 

capacities nearer to to coincident boundary. 

j = k 

L < j < k 

k ( j < R 

· · 
· · 
: 

h*(i,k) = h(i,k) 

h*(jrk) = minimum (h(i,j), h*(i,j + l)l 

h*(j,k) = minimum th(i,j), h*(i,j - l)l 

(3) 

Now the factorised horizontal capacity hi is determined by 

R-l 
1: h* (1, j) (4 ) 

j=L+l 
-----------HI = 
R - L - 1 

Consider now the vertica.l channel capacities. The 

factorised channel capacities of the coincident boundaries 
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are not corrected. To determine the vertical channel 

capacity VI we could of course sum these factorised 

·ti * * capac1 es v (k+l) .• v (R) but this is only justified if the 

distribution of wires Which cross the boundary VI is uniform 

otherwise there are several overflows created at lower 

levels of hierarchy on this boundary., To take into account 

this fact a correction factor is introduced which is a 

function of the number of coincident final qrid cells of 

this supercell boundary (in our case 3). The more final 

qrid cells are used the more the summed calculated capacity 

should be decreased to compete with the likelihood of the 

nonuniform distribution of wires crossinq this boundary at 

lower levels of hierarchy. This is a conservative heuristic 

and we use for this correction factor : 

2x + 1 
C(x) = ------

3x 
(5) 

where 

x is the number of coincident final qrid cells. 

So we use actual channel capacities when 

become actual final qrid cells at the 

our supercells 

lowest level of 

hierarchy, but when the number of final qrid cells in a 

supercell is large the amount of channel capacity assigned 

is slightly more then two-third of the actual channel 

capacity of that boundary. 

1 N 

sunercell factorised 

Fiqure 15. 2*N supercell with several final qrid cells. 

The situation depicted in fiq. 15 becomes more complicated. 
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Each 2*N qrid cell contains 9 final qrid cells, each 2*N 
cell boundary coincides with 3 final qrid celL The 

heuristics used to determine the factorised capacities of 

the 2*N supercell are 

- For each final qrid cell boundary coincidinq with a 2*N 
cell edge the factorised capacity. is given by eq. (4). 

- The channel capacity of the 2*N cell boundary is 

calculated by summin<1 the calculated factorised 

capacities of the i:oincidence boundaries and 

multiplying these by the correction factor in eq. (5) • 

After the channel capacities .,f the 2*N grid are calculated, 
the via capacity of each 21\:N cell is determined by using the 

function V(n,m) used in paraglraph 2.2. If the 21\:N cell 

contains two opposite boundalries with channel capacities nl 

and n2 then the maximum of nl and n2 is taken as the number 
of wiring tracks available through the cell. 
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3. 2*N HIRING PRO:BI,.E}ol, LINEAR PROGRAMMING APPROACH. 

3.1 Introduction. 

This chapter describes the solution to solve a qeneral 2~N 

wiring problem with the linear programming approach. This 

solution is based on the exact solution of the wiring 

problem in case of a 2~2 qrid and the hierarchical extension 

to a 2*N qrid in a divide and conguer fashion. To solve the 

linear programming problem the simplex algorithm and the 

all-integer algorithm are used. 

3.2 Restrictive wirinq. 

In the general 2~N qraph we assumed that all possible tree 

structures were admissible for wire routes. But to be 

consistent with our general philosophy we also introduce a 

restrictive 2*N wiring where a wire route is not allowed to 

cross simultaneously the upper and lower part of a split 
vertical boundary_ 

(a) wiring solution on the previous level of hierarchy 

• .. ~~ 

t U • 
(b) initial terminal cells on the current level of hierarchy 

(c) admissible wiring solution 
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(d) prohibited wiring solution 

Figure 16. Prohibited wiring example within a 2*N grid. 

We consider this restrictive case because for a net has been 

routed at the previous level of hierarchy we accounted only 
one crossing for a wire seqm'ent which crossed a vertical 
boundary of cell G. This ~ell is now partitioned into two 
cells G- and G+. Suppose that on the previous level of 
hierarchy a net was taken 'the route depicted in fig l6(a). 

All channel capacities of the boundaries the net is 

crossing, might be exhlusted at this stage. After 
partitioning we get our new2*N wiring problem as depicted 
in fig l6(b). If it is all'owed to cross the old boundaries 
more than once a solution with simultaneously crossing the 

upper and lower vertical boundary may block subsequent 

wiring problems by running olut of tracks. 

3.3 Four cell wiring problelill description. 

Consider the simplest partic'ular case of the 2*N wiring 
problem : wiring within e. 1*1 grid. In this case it is easy 
to enumerate all possible tYlpes of nets that may occur, 

depending on the distribution of terminal cells. Clearly 

the nets having only one ter.lIlinal cell have not to be wired 
at this stage so we assume tlllat the number of terminal cells 
may be 2,3 or 4. 

types of 2-terminal nets : 

4 5 6 
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types of 3-terminal nets : 

C!I!lLElL-ElC!D 
~ ~ ~ ~ 

7 8 9 10 
type of 4-terminal nets : 

Figure 17. 

[!EJ 
[!EJ 

11 
Enumeration of all possible 
configurations within a 2*2 grid. 

terminal 

There are only six different types of 2-terminal nets, four 

different types of 3-terminal nets and only one type of 4-
terminal nets. All different terminal configurations are 
depicted in fig 17. 

For each terminal configuration type there is a limited (and 
small) number of ways it can be routed. 
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TYPE 1 P(1.1) P(1 /2} 

TYPE 2 P(2.1) P(2.2) 

TYPE 3 P(3,1) 

TYPE 4 P{4,') 

TYPE 5 P(5,1) P(5,2) 

TYPE 6 P(6,1) P(6,2) 



TYPE 7 

TYPE 8 

TYPE 9 

TYPE10 

[!EJ 
~ 
TYPE " 
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PO,1) 

P(8,') 

P(9,1) 

p(10,n 

P(11,1) 

P(7,2) P(7.)) 

P(8,2) P(8,3) 

P(9,2) P(9,3) 

P(10,2) P(10,3) 

P(1 1,2) P(11,3) P (11,4) 

Figure 18. Enumeration of all wiring possibilities of the 
different types. 
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For every net of type 1 there are only two wiring 
possibilities : pattern PCl,l) and pattern P(1,2) depicted 

in fig 18. Similarly enumeration of all wiring 

possibilities for all othElr terminal configuration types 

leads to the wiring patterns depicted in fig 18. 

Let 

- K(i) is the number of nuts of type i (i =1,2, ••• ,11) 

- X(i,j) is the number of nets of type i which is wired 

in the j-th possibil:lty, 1. e., the number of nets 
routed in pattern fashi(m PC i, j ) • 

After determination of K( i) e)f the 2*2 wiring problem our 
initial wiring problem is n()w reduced to the question : for 

i=l, .. ,11 how many nets of t~7pe i will be realised in which 

wiring possibility. Determ:lnation of X( i, j) represents our 
wiring problem. 

3.4 Four cell wiring. 

The values of X( i, j) can be d.etermined by transformation in 

an integer programming ~jblem which can be solved by the 

simplex algorithm or all-int,eger algorithm. 

First of all the wiring problem may be non solvable, 1. e. , 
the solution may result in overflows , nets which can not be 
routed under the given restrictions. Overflowed nets are 

still classified by their terminal configuration types. 

Let XCi) denote the number of overflowed nets of type i 
(i=1,2, .• ,11). He shall now derive all linear restrictions 
which the solution must satisfy : 

~ admissible i,j X(i,j) ~ 0 

Xli) + t X(i,j) = K(i) 
j 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 
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2 

1 

1 2 

Fiqure 19. 2~2 grid with the channel and via capacities. 

We have the following channel capacity restrictions : 

Denote 

hI the channel capacity between cells A and B. 
h2 the channel capacity between cells C and D. 
vI the channel capacity between cells A and c. 
v2 the channel capacity between cells B and D. 

We start with the enumeration of the wiring patterns which 
affect the boundary capacities. 

Denote 

HI = { P(i,j) P(i,j) crosses the upper vertical boundary ) 

H2 = { P(i,j) P(i,j) crosses the lower vertical boundary } 

VI = { P(i,j) P(i,j) crosses the left horizontal boundary 

V2 = { P(i,j) P(i,j) crosses the right horizontal boundary 

then 

HI = { P(I,2), P(2,2), P(3,2), P(4,1), P(S,I), P(6,2), 
P(?,l}, P(7,3),P(S,2), P(S,3), P(9,1), P(9,3), 
P(IO,2), P(IO,3), P(ll,l), P(l~), P(II,4) ) 

) 

} 
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HZ = { P(l,Z), P(Z,Z), PC3,l), P(4,Z), P(S,Z), P(6,l), 

P(7,Z), P(7,3), PCS,l), P(S,3), P(9,Z), P(9,3), 

P(lO,l), PClO,3), P(ll,Z), P(ll,3), P(ll,4) } 

Vl = { P(l,l), P(Z,2), P(3,Z), P(4,2), P(S,l), P(6,l), 

P(7,Z), P(7,3), pes,Z), PCS,l), pe9,l), P(9,2), 

P(lO,l), P(lO,2), PCll,l), P(ll,2), PCll,3) } 

V2 = { P(l,Z), P(Z,l), P(l,2), P(4,Z), P(S,Z), P(6,Z), 

P(7,l), P(7,Z), PCS,l), P(S,Z), P(9,Z), pe9,3), 

P(lO,2), pelO,3}, PCll,l}, P(ll,Z), PCll,4) } 

The channel capacity restrictj~ons requires that the number 

of wires crossing a boundary should be less or equal than 

the channel capacity at trult boundary which imply the 

following set of inequalities 

I X( i, j) S hI 

P(i,j) E Hl 

I X(i,j) S hZ 

P(i,j) E HZ 
C3.3) 

I Xei,j) ~ vl 

P(i,j) E Vl 

I X( i, j ) S vZ 

P(i,j) E VZ 

Here hl, hZ, vl and v2 stand for respectively h(2,1), 

hel,l), vel) and v(2) as defined in paragraph 2.6. 

And the via capacity restrictions : 
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Denote 

via(1,2) denote the via capacity in cell A 

via(2,2) denote the via capacity in cell B 

via(l,l) ·denote the via capacity in cell C 

via(2,1) denote the via capacity in cell D 

Enumeration of the wirinq patterns which affect these via 

capacities implies the followinq sets . • 

Denote 

A = { P(i,j) P(i,j) bends in cell A with no terminal in cell 

B = { P(i,j) P(i,j) bends in cell B with no terminal in cell 

C = { P(i,j) P(i,j) bends in cell C with no terminal in cell 

D = { P(i,j) P(i,j) bends in cell D with no terminal in cell 

then 

A = { P(2,2), P(3,2) , peS,!), P(8,2), P(8,3) ) 

B = ( P(1,2) , P(3,2), P(6,2), P(lO,2), P(IO,3) ) 

C = ( P(2,2) , P(4,2), P(6,1), P(7,2), P(7,3) ) 

D = ( P(l,2) , P(4,2), P(S,2), P(9,2), P(9,3) ) 

The via restrictions requires that the number of wires 

bending within a cell should not exceed its via capacity 

which implies the following set of inequalities 

t X(i,j) ~ via(l,2) 

P(i,j) £ A 

t X(i,j) ~ via(2,2) 

P(i,j) £ B 

t X(i,j) ~ via(l,l) 

P(i,j) £ C 

t X(i,j) ~ via(2,l) 

P(i,j) £ D 

(3.4) 

So our final solution must satisfy the equalities (3.2) and 

the inequalities (3.1,3.3,3.4). 

A ) 

B } 

C ) 

D ) 
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We now derive an integer linear programming problem which 
satisfies all these restrictions. 

By introducing artificial or slack variables the 

inequalities are transformed into equalities : 

Denote 
YCl) the number of the leftover wiring tracks on the hl boundary 
Y(2) the number of the leftover wiring tracks on the h2 boundary 
Y(3) the number of the leftov'er wiring tracks on the 
Y(4) the number of the leftov'er wiring tracks on the 

Then the channel capacity restrictions are rewritten 

I X(l,j) + Y( 1) = hl 
P(i,j) E Hl 

I X(i,j) + Y( 2) = h2 
P(i,j) E H2 

I X(i,j) + Y(3) = vl 

P(i,j) E Vl 

I X(i,j) + Y(4) = v2 

P(i,j) E V2 

Denote 
2(1) the number of leftover vias in cell A 

2(2) the number of leftoveJ~ vias in cell B 
2(3) the number of leftover vias in cell C 

2(4) the number of leftover vias in cell D 

Then the via capacity restric::tions are rewritten as : 

I X ( i .. j ) + 2 ( 1 ) = ~'ia ( 1 , 2 ) 
P(i,j) E A 

I X(i,j) + 2(2) = via(2,2) 
P(i,j) E B 

vl boundary 
v2 boundary 

as 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 
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I X(i~j) + Z(3) = via(l,l) 

P(i,j) £ C 

I X(i,j) + Z(4) = via(2,1) 

P(i,j) E D 

This forms a set with 19 equations and 47 variables. 

He now have to construct the objective function. 

The qoals are in descendinq order of priority ; 

1. To derive a wireable solution or the least possible 

number of overflows under the qiven circumstances. 

(In wireable cases when no overflows occur XCi), 

i=1,2, •.. ,11 have to be zero.) 

2. The minimisation of the total ~ length and an ~ 

distribution of the wire tracks left over on both 

horizontal boundaries. This is also the case for the 

vertical boundaries. Traditionally the objective 

function contains only the total wire length defined 

in some manner (usually the Manhattan distance). The 

minimal total wire length may create spots of 

congestion when wires crowd on one part of the cut 

line. Clearly this wiring congestion will contribute 

to break down the global router at lower hierarchical 

levels or in a later stage the local router by 

attempting to embeddinq the wires on the final tracks. 

By the manner of partitioninq the 2*N qrid to qet a 

2*2 qrid the numbers of the channel capacities vI and 

v2 and the numbers of the channel capacities hI and h2 

have approximately the same value (see par 2.6). 

3. The minimisltion of the number of vias used and an 

um distri:bution of the vias leftover. The via 

capacities of cell A and cell C and those of cell B 

and cell D usually have approxim~ly the same value. 

ad 1) In wireable cases all Xli), i=l, ••• ,ll have to be 

zero, so : 
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11 

minimise t XCi) 

i=l 

(3.7) 

ad 2) A qood parameter for the total unused wire lenqth is 
the sum of all leftover tracks. To qet an even 
distribution of the leftover tracks, we want that the 
values of Y(l> and Y(2) and those of Y(3) and Y(4) 

have approximately the same value. The object 

function must be cope \lith these two qoals. This can 
be accomplished by :Lntroducinq a new artificial 
variable and split 1~he old variables yell and Y(2) 
into two variables whel;eby one variable is the new 
introduced variable, which is the minimum of yell and 
Y ( 2) and serves as a c4::>upling. 

We substitute 

yell = Y(l)' + MY 
Y(2} = Y(2)' + MY 

Assume that the old objective function was 

f = cl . yell + c2 . Y(2) 

and the new one 

f = cl . Y(l)' + c2 • Y(2)' + c3 • MY 

In order to quarantee that MY will be the minimum of 

the old variables Y{l) and Y(2) the cost coefficient 
c3 have to be qreater than cl + c2. The linear 
program maximises t~he object function f so an 
increases of one of both Y( 1) I and Y( 2) , will 

increases f by cl + c~~" an increase of one of MY will 
increase f by c3 which is more as cl + c2. So first 

MY is increased as much as possible and thereafter 
Y(l)' or Y(2)'. He rl!write the eq. (3.5): 

......-;a: 
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yell = Yell' + MH 
Y(3) = Y(3)' + MV 
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, 
, 

Y(2) = Y(2)' + MH 
Y(4) = Y(4)' + MV 

maximise 

maxi.ise 

cl • Y(l)' + cl • Y(2)' + c2 • MH 
cl • Y(3)' + cl • Y(4)' + c2 • MV 

Where MH is the mean term in Yell and Y(2) in 

horizontal direction and MV is the mean term in Y(3) 

and Y(4) in vertical direction. The ratio c2/cl 

determines which qoa1 deserves the hiqhest priority, 

the even distribution or the maximisation of the 

unused tracks. 

ad 3) Minimisation of the number of vias and an even 

distribution. 

Substitute . . 
Z(l) = Z( 1) I +ML If Z(2) = Z( 2) , +ML 
Z(3) = 7.(3) I +MR , Z(4) = Z (4) I +MR 

maximise c3 . Z ( 1) I + c3 Z( 2) I + c4 . ML 
maximise c3 Z (3) , + c3 Z( 4) I + c4 . MR 

Where .HI. is 

horizontal 

the mean term in Z(l) and Z(2) in 

direction and MR is the mean term in Z(3) 

and Z(4) in vertical direction. 

The total forms now a set with 19 equations and 51 

variables. The object function which must be maximised : 

11 4 

cl I XCi) + c2 I Y(i)' + c3 (MH + MV) + 

i=l i=l 

4 (3.8) 

+ c4 I Z(i)' + c5 (.HI. + MR) 

i=l 

where 

- cl < 0, c2" c3, c4, c5 ) 0 

- Icll ) > c2, c3 ) 2.c2, c2 > c4, c5 ) 2.c4 
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Remarks : 

- The most significant part of this reduction is that the 

size of the integer programming problem is always fixed 
and independent of the n\zmber of nets to be wired. 

- The complexity of this sl)lution is C ... Oem) where m is 
the number of nets. WI! have to get the just terminal 
confiquration types of all the m nets and the integer 

proqramming problem will run in a constant time C. 

- In the existing implementation we firstly substitute 
the integer programming- problem by the corresponding 
linear programming problem, invoke standard solutions 
because of speed (Simplex algorithm). If in the final 
result some of the values of X(i,j) are not integer 

valued we solve the problem with the all-integer 

algorithm which yields the optimal result of the 
objective functions where all variables have to be 
integer valued. 

3.5 Restrictive four cell wj.ring. 

As mentioned before, we have to consider the restrictive 2*2 
wiring problem where nets are not allowed to cross 
simultaneously the verticaJL boundaries hI and h2. We 
achieve this by forcing .several variables in our Integer 
Programming Problem of the previous section to be zero. 

Namely we forbid the following wiring patterns : 

P(1,2), P(2,2), PC7,]), P(S,3), 
P(9,3), PCIO,3), PCll,3), P(12,3) 

In our linear program the corresponding variables XCi,j) are 
forced to remain zero in the linear programming problem 

(denoted by 0 in fig •.• ). The rest of our system remains 
the same which yields in this case a set with 17 equations 
and 43 variables. In fact only the first four cell problem 

---::a 
at the highest level of hierarchy is tlie only problem where 
all wiring patterns are perulitted (no restrictive wiring). 
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3.6 2ftN wiring algorithm in divide and conquer estenaion. 

We now describe a heuristic algorithm to derive the solution 

for a general 2*N global wiring problem based on 2*2 grid 

solutions. This procedure is recursive and based on the 

"divide and conquer" approach carried out by the breadth 

first search technique. In a hierarchical way the 2*N grid 

is partitioned in several 2*2 wiring problems which are 

successively solved. 

(a) Initial terminal cells of a net • 

• • 
• • 

(h) Net in the factorised (2*2) wiring prohlem. 

I I I 
(c) Route taken by the net in the (2*2) wiring. 

Cd) Reduction to two (2*4) subprohlems. 

r • • • 
• • • • 

(e) Factorised (2*2) subprohlems for these (2*4) prohlems. 



I I I • I E • 

(f) Routes taken by the piecelii of the net at this level. 

1.1:1 1.1,1 ~.I'I "1:1 
(q) Reduction to four (2J1c2) s1.tbproblems. 

\,\11\.1.1 ~.II] l'l~l 
(h) Routes taken by the pieces of the net. 

1.lil.llltl=tE 
(i) Resultinq route in the oriqinal (2J1cS) wirinq problem. 

Figure 20. Hierarchical wiring example. 

He start with the initial 2J1cN: wirinq problem as described in 

chapter 2. First we parti ticln the 2J1cN qrid into two more or 
less equal parts, generally in half and construct a 
IIfactorised 2.2 wiring prc,blem" considering only the new 
introduced vertical cut line and the horizontal cut line as 

cell boundaries. For each net the supercells in our four 
cell wiring problem which cc,ntain terminal cells in the 
oriqinal 2J1cN wiring problem,. are summarised. In this staqe 
only the nets with terminals in more than one supercell have 
to be routed. ~ 

The boundary ad the via capac:i ties of our factorised 2*2 

w1r1nq proble. are determined by heuristics out of the 2J1cN 

boundary and Via capac 1 ties j.n the same way as described 1n 
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paragraph (2.6). This 2*2 wiring problem is solved and new 

terminal cells are introduced adjacent to the vertical 

boundary in case the net has a wire interconnection crossing 

this boundary. 

The initial problem is now 

wiring problems a 2*NI 

problem where Nl + N2 = N. 

reduced to two smaller sized 

wiring pro~lem and a 2*N2 wiring 

This reduction is based on the 

introduction of new terminal cells in the main 2*N wiring 

problem adjacent to the vertical cut line for every net with 

a wire interconnection crossing it. This procedure is 

repeated until our supercells in 2*2 wiring problems become 

actual cells of the initial 2*N wiring problem (Nl=l, N2=1). 

At the lowest hierarchical level (when our supercells become 

final grid cells) our factorised boundary and via capacities 

are actual 2*N boundary and via capacities. An example is 

depicted in fig 20. 

3.7 Pattern assignment and overflow handling. 

The solution of the integer programming problem indicates 

for a given net type how many nets of this type are routed 

in which way. We still have to decide finally how the nets 

will be routed. The choice could be an heuristic attempt to 

make nets shorter. For example if there are K(4) nets of 

type 4 and X(4,l) have to routed straight and X(4,2) must be 

detoured, then we could select the nets having only 

interconnections terminals located "far above" for straight 

interconnection. In the current program this heuristic is 

not used and the pattern assignment is carried out in a 

straight forward manner by the number of appearance in the 

four cell problem table. The reasons not using tnr" 

heuristics are : 

- The heuristic is only powerful at a very high level of 

hierarchy where much wire length can be spared. 

- Except the first cell wiring prob~always restrictive 

w1r1ng is performed, so the patterns denoted by 0 in 

fig .•• , are not allowed to use. Of the remaining 

patterns several possibilities have the same wire 

length (For example patterns P(S,l) and P(S,2». 



- By means of the objectivE! function we try to minimise 
the total wire length. In most solutions pattern 

possibilities with minimEll number of boundary crossings 
occur. 

- In order to derive a gooci heuristic, interconnections 
to the outside area ()f the four cell area should be 
considered too, resulting in a decent overhead of 
computation time to make proper pattern assignments. 

Overflows occur when under the given circumstances the 
router is unable to e:lILbed all wires. All w:i.re 
interconnections of the overflowed net are removed, only its 
interconnection terminals remain resident in the data base. 
At the next levels of hierarchy the overflowed net is not 

routed further to decrease the likelihood of overflows at 
these levels. 

Remarks : 

- All existing interconnections of a overflowed net are 
removed because the 2*N approach can not handle 

"dangling ends". A danc:rlinq end is a wire segment not 
ending in a terminal cell. If a supercell consists of 
a dangling end then at the next level of hierarchy 
after partitioning this supercell in two new supercells 
one must arbitrarily selected to be terminal cell of 

set A. 

- Only the terminal confi~lUration type of the overflowed 
net is known. An attempt to route the net would result 
in a complicated patter:n selection and assiqnment rule 
and the likelihood of occurring overflows at the next 
levels of hierarchy. 

- In the divide and conquer approach an overflow of a net 
having only terminal cells located in the left part or 
in the right part (type 1 or 2) do not automatically 
result in a real overflow at hig~evel in the breadth 
first search because in that stage only horizontal wire 
connections are made. 

After completion of the' router it is possible to embed 
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the overflowed nets by : 

- clean up maze running technique 

- manual editing 

3.8 ~e linear programming problem. 

The problem of optimisation deals how to do things in the 

best possible manner. The function which describes the 

return of benefit from any proposed solution is called the 

objective function. Other names commonly used are the cost 

function and the performance function. For the special case 

when both the system model and the obiective function are 

linear eguations, we have a linear proqramming problem. 

In most optimisation problems having physical significance, 

the solution must satisfy restrictions in the model 

describing the physical system as well as maXimising or 

minimising the objective function. Problems of this sort 

are termed constrained optimisation problems. Constraints 

are further classified as equality constraints or inequality 

constraints. 

The set of all possible values which satisfy all the 

constraints is termed a feasible set. Any element in this 

set will be called a feasible point. 

One class of problems where this restriction is violated is 

designated as inteqer programming. These problems require 

the solution be chosen from the set of integers rather than 

the set of real numbers. 

A linear program is a problem of minimising or maximising a 

linear function subject to linear constraints where these 

constr~ints may both include inequalities and equalities and 

the . unknown variables may include nonnegative variables and 

variables that are unrestricted in siqn. In linear 

programming, both the objective function and the constraint 

equations are linear in the independent variables. 

The problem of linear programming is to~aximise a linear 

function subject to linear inequalities, i. e. we want to 

maximise : 



f = c j Xj . (j=l, .. ,n) (3.9) 

subject to 

a. . 
1,) 

. Xj ~ bi (i=l, .. ,m) m < n (3.10) 
and 

(j=l, •. ,n) (3.11> 

where Xj are unknown variables and ai,j' b i and c j are given 
constants. 

Equivalent formulations : 

- Maximising a function is equivalent to minimising the 
negative of that function so we can replace eq. (3.9) 

by minimise f = - c j • XjO 

- In an inequality constraint we can introduce a new 

unknown variable si (si ~ 0), called a slack variable 
and convert the inequality into an equality : 

a ... x. + s. = ):1. (3.12) 
1,) J 1 1 

A system of linear inequalitj.es is consistent if it has at 
least one solution. The system is redundant if one of the 
inequalities in implied by the other inequalities. 
Let A.x S b ex ~ 0) be the slrstem of inequalities where A is 
an m*n matrix. These m inequalities define an nonempty 
convex set if they are consi!5tent. 

-* A feasible solution x is optimum solution 
- -* - -(c,x ) ~ (c,x) for all -solutions x, 

cll.lled an 
feasible 
shown that if (c x) (infinity. It can be there exist 

if 
and 

an 
optimum solution, then there exist a basic optimum solution. 
Sy assumption, the optimum s(:llution is finite so that an 

extreme point corresponds to a basic optimal solution. 

The set of all feasible solutions is defined by 
~ 

M = {x I x E E", A x S b, x ~ O} (3.13) 

and the linear programming problem consists of finding an 

extreme value of f on H. 'ro be specific we shall consider 

max i E H f(i) in the rest of this chapter. 
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The linear programming problem is said to be in normal form 
if b ~ 0 in eq. (3.10) in which case 0 EM, ensuring that M 

is nonempty. Since an arbitrary linear programming problem 

can always be transformed into this form, we will restrict 
our discussion to linear programming in the normal form. 

The set of all feasible solutions can now be defined as 

x = ex liE E", A.x = b, i ~ 01. (3.14) 

The linear programming problem can be alternatively stated 

as max i E X (c,x). 

Basic feasible solutions. 

linear inequality constraints have been 

the equality constraints A.x = b by means 
and that the linear program is in the 

We assume that the 

transformed into 
of slack variables 
normal form ., i. e. 
can be rewritten as 

b ~ O. The equality constraints A.x = E 

a m,l Xl + • • • • + a m,n 

(3.15) 

.. = b m .... n 

where a. j denotes the (i,j)th element of the m*n matrix A 
1, 

and x. and b. are the j-th components of respectively the 
J _ _J 

vectors % and b in eq. (3.10). We have m linear algebraic 
equations in the unknowns %1 •.•• '%n. If we set n - m of the 
n unknown variables equal to zero then from eq. (3.10) we 
obtain m equations in m unknowns. Then (3.10) can be solved 

to obtain the unique values of xl" xm provided that the 
column vectors 
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(3.16) 

are linearly independent and hence form a basis in E-. 
Such a solution of A called B. basic feasible solution and 

the corresponding xl" xm are called the pasie variables. 

Next we observe that a basj,c solution is not always a 

feasible solution, since we Jllay have Xj < 0, 1 ~ j ~ m. 

If X j ) 0 for all j, 1 $ j S m, then we have a .!lQ!l 

degenerate solution. If OnE! or more of the basic variables 

are zero, we call the soluticm degenerate. 

Theorems : 

If there exist a feasible solution, there is a basic 

feasible solution. 

If there is an optimum solution, there is a basic 

optimum solution. 

3.9 Simplex algorithm. 

Consider a linear program in standard form. 

maximise f = (j=l, •• ,n) 

subject to 

ai,j • Xj = b i (i=l, •• ,m) (mSn) 

Xj ~ 0, b i ~ 0 

(3.17) 

When the objective function is linear, the set M is a convex 

polyhedron, and an optim~~ solution exists, then at least 

one of the vertices of M w:!.ll correspond to the optimal 

solution. So in order tel get an optrmum solution, we can 

choose m columns from the matrix A and solve the m 

simultaneous equations fOJ:" the m variables. Therefor a 

linear programming problem can be solved by choosing m 

columns from the matrix A, solve the m simultaneous 
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equations for the m variables and compare the objective 

functions to locate the optimum solution. But this approach 

requires that n over m faculty sets of simultaneously 

equations must be solved. This is not practical except for 

very small n. The most practical method is the simplex 

method (developed by Dantziq), which. involves a very small 

number of steps to solve a linear proqram. 

Remarks : 

- Given a system of simultaneous equations, there is a 

solution space associated with it. The solution is the 

set of pOints which satisfies these simUltaneous 

equations. When the number of variables is equal to 

the number of equations and the determinant of the 

coefficient matrix is nonsinqular, the solution is a 

point, and there is a unique solution. When the number 

of variables is qreater than the number of equations, 

the solution space is qenerally a line, a plane or a 

hiqher dimensional space. Two systems of simultaneous 

equations are said to be equivalent if they have the 

same solution space. Gauss elimination does not chanqe 

the solution space of a system 

equations. 

of simultaneous 

- If we started with a feasible solution the feasibility 

has to be maintained 

Assume that iO is a 

implies that %iO ~ 0, 

the column vectors ai 

a basis in ffD. Now 

be represented as 

m 

I Ai,j 
i=l 

-i • a 

throuqhout the process. 

basic feasible solution which 

° i=l, •• ,m, Xi = 0, i=m+l, •. ,n and 

are linearly independent and form 

every vector aj element of ffD can 

(3.18) 

where ai are used as the basis vectors. 

basic feasible solution of eq. (3.17) 

Since iO is a 



m 

I x. O 
1 

i=l 

-i -
a = b 
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holds and using the representation of b and i j : 

m 
I x 0 

i 
i=l 

or 

m 

m 
-i -j 
a + e [a - I Ai,j 

i=l 

I 

i=l 

o -i -j-
xi - e . Ai,j ) a + e . a = b 

(3.19) 

(3.20) 

(3.21> 

If we slowly increas;e e ~ 0 while maintaining 

x. o - e • A .. ~ 0 for i=l, .•. ,m then the vector i) 
1 1,) 

becomes increasingly sigrnificant in the representation 

of E. Letting XkO/Ak j = min(XiO/A. J" for all ° ' . 1, 
Ai,j > 0 and set e = Xk lekL~ 1n eq. (3.21) we ob~:rve 

that the coefficient of a becomes zero, i. e. a in 

eq. (3.21) is replaced l:)y a j • If i l denotes the vector 

whose m nonnegative components are given by the 

coefficients in eq. (3. ~~l) then i l is a new basic 

feasible solution obtained from iO. 

- Suppose having a system into diagonal form with respect 

to a set of m x's, ~ghich mean that the m~m identity 

matrix is a submatrix of A and correspond with the x's. 

Could we qet an f equat:lon with 

where 

aO,j ~ O. (j=m+l, .• ,.n) 

~ 

Note that the solution I:,')f a system of linear equations 

is not changed by Gauss elimination, thus a solution 

satisfying eq. (3.17) is also a solution of the 

original system. Since all variables are nonnegative 

we conclude that aO,O is the upper bound of f wit'bout 
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considering the other equations of the with respect to 

f, xl' .• ,xm• (Constraints cannot increase the upper 

bound when we want to maximise a function.) If the 

other equations of the diagonal form give 'Xj ~ 0, 

j=l, •• ,m (a feasible solution) then aO,O 'is indeed the 

maximum value of f. 

- Since we change from one basis to another, and there is 

a finite number of bases, in fact at most n over m 

faculty, this would quarantee finiteness unless a basis 

can be repeated. If the value of f is always 

increasing strictly, then a different value of f 

implies different bases, and this will quarantee 

finiteness. However in a problem at some stage we may 

have b i = O. Since the value of the objective function 

is changed by c j is minimum (b. I a. j) to preserve the 
J. J., 

feasibility the change may be zero. This means that 

the value of the objective function may 

after the pivot operation. If s.everal 

correspond to the same value of f it is 

cycle among these bases. 

not change 

bases all 

possible to 

- Suppose that we have chosen a variable with positive 

coefficients in the f equation and there is no positive 

constant in the column corresponding to that variable. 

Then we can make that variable arbitrarily large 

without making other variables negative. This makes f 

as positive as one wants. Therefor the program has no 

finite optimum solution. 

Part of the simplex method is an procedure for moving from 

any vertex of H to a neighbouring vertex via the associated 

basic feasible solutions. The simplex algorithm does not 

evaluate the objective function at every vertex of H, but 

rather economises the search for the optimum solution by 

selecting certain promising vertices. 

The simplex method will generate a ver~ of H only if the 

value of f at that vertex is expected to be at least as 

large as the value already computed. 

He assume that the problem of linear programming is 
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max (e,i) with i E X, as stated in the previous section. 

Let i O denote the initial basic feasible solution, and let i 
be the new basic feasible solution obtained from i O by using 

-(3.21). Then evaluating the objective function at x, we 
have 

m 
(c,x) = I (x. 0 - e . A. j) 

1, 1,. 

i=l 

(3 .. 23) 

where 

The 

m 

ZJ' = 1: A. . 1,) 
i=l 

maximisation of the objective function requires an 
evaluation of the following three cases : 

case 1 . . There exists a jo between m+l and n such that 

ZjO - c jO < 0 and Ai,jO ) 0 for some 1. 

Letting e = min(X1oO/A. '0>' we observe that e > ° ° 1,J " and Xi - e Ai,jO ~ ° for i=1, •• ,m, w1th equallty 
holding for at least one value of i. The vec:tor 
i l determined by this choice of e satisfies (3.23) 

and has at most m non negative components, and 

hence this is a basic feasible solution of (3.17). 
- -1 - -0 From eq. (3.23), (c,x» (c,x), and thus we 

obtain a new basic feasible solution which 
provides a larger value of the object function. 

case 2: The inequality Z:J - c j ~ ° holds for all j between 
-0 m+l and n. In this case x is an optimal basic 

feasible solution. To prove this statement let i 
denote an arbitl'ary basic--Teasible solution of 
(3.17), which yields 



n 

b = I Xj 

j=l 

m 

= I -i a 

i=l 

since -0 x 
(3.17). 
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n m 

i j 
= I Xj I A. j 

-i 
1., a 

j=l i=l 

n m 
I A. j I ° -i . Xj = xi a 1., 

j=l i=l 

is also a basic feasible 

Now since -i a , i=l, •• ,m, 

= 

(3.24) 

solution of 

are linearly 

independent, it follows that 

n 

= t A ... 1.,) 
j=l 

• 

(3.25) 

Furthermore, the given condition is equivalent to 

j=m+l, .•. ,n, and j=l, •.• ,m. 

n n m 

Zj = I x. 
) 

I A. . 
1.,) 

. c i 
j=l i=l 

m m 

= I c j I Ai,j . Xi 
i=l j=l 

m 

- ~ x ° - "" i . c i 
(3.26) 

i=l 

i. e., for any arbitrary basic feasible solution i 

of eq. {3.l7), (c,i) ~ (c,iO) and hence iO is an 

optimal solution. 

case 3: There exists a jo between m+l and n such that 

%jO - c~o ( ° and Ai,jO ~ 0, (i=l,.:.,m>. In this 

case Xi - e Ai,j ~ 0, and ~ce xO is a basic 

feasible solution of eq. (3.17) for all e ) 0. As 

e grows to infinity, if is clear from eq. (3.23) 

that (c,x) increases without any upper bound and 

hence the problem has no finite optimum solution. 
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It is now clear that the above given scheme generates a new 
basic feasible solution of eq. (3.17) such that the value of 
(e,i) is successively increased. 

optimal solutions, at least one 
a finite number of iterations. 

If the problem has finite 

of these will be found after 
Otherwise case 3 will be 

encountered, and the iterations can be' stopped. 

Geometric interpretation 

In the simplex method we alwa.ys set up a local coordinate 
system with'the current solution as origin and move towards 
another neighbouring vertex iLlong an edge which would bring 
an improvement to the ob:;ective function. When the new 
vertex is reached, we set up another coordinate system with 
the new vertex as origin. The equalities are stored in a 
tableau, at each iteration WI! perform Gauss elimination in 
the tableau. 

3.10 Primal integer proqr~~ing algorithm. 

Consider a linear program 

max Xo = aO,o - aO,l • Xl -

subject to 

Xl = a l - al,m+l . %m+l -
· 
· 

xm = a - am,m+l . %m+1 - • m 

where 

Xj ~ 0 (j=l, .•• ,n) 

If we require in addition to 

· 
· 
· 

variables Xj (j=l,. •• ,n) must~ be 
called an integer program. The 
equalities are consistent and 
legal solution. 

(3.27) 

- al,n . xn 

· · 
· · (3.28) 
· • - a m,.n . Xn 

the constraints that ill. 
integers then the program is 
term primal denotes that the 

we can always start with a 
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• 

x. 
~ 

Fiqure 21. Solution spac~s 
optimum tableau. 

in basic variables of the 

The constraints in eq. (3.21) define a convex region of n 

dimensions. This is shown in fig. (21) OABCD is the convex 

region. The dots represent lattice points 

components. Those lattice points within 

feasible solutions to the integer program. 

with integer 

OABCD are then 

Since optimum 

solutions to a linear program always occur on the boundary 

solution space and non of the boundary points on ABCD are 

integer components, these are not even feasible solutions of 

the integer program. Suppose that the feasible region of 

the linear program can be shrunk to the convex hull of its 

of its lattice points inside the feasible region. This 

convex hull is shown as the shaded area OEFGH. This shaded 

area can be thought of as a feasible req1~n of some other 

linear program. In fact, if the linear program that defines 

the feasible region OABCD is restricted by more constraints 

such as RR' as shown in fig (21), then the modified linear 

program can have as a feasible region the shaded area. This 

new feasible region in the shaded area has two important 
~ 

features 

- It contains every 

components of the 

the convex hull of 

feasible point with integer 

original linear program (since it is 

those points). 
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All extreme points of this new feasible region M.ve 

integer components. Therefor any basic optimum 

solution of the modified linear program has inteqer 

components and it is also the optimum solution to the 

original integer program. 

The &l! integer algorithm denotes a method that proceeds to 

an optimal solution through a sequence of successively 

better solutions that are all feasible in the sense of 

satisfying both the integer and linear restrictions on the 

variables. The all integer ~Irogramming algorithm is just a 

method of systematically gE:nerating additional constraints 

to cut the feasible region dClwn to the convex hull of its 

integer feasible points whic!i is an extension of the simplex 

algorithm and its and its basic optimum solution will 

automatically be an integer !iolution. 

The all integer algorithm has the following properties 

- Generated constraints never exclude from the new 

feasible region an integer feasible point of the 

original integer program. 

- In a finite n\Jllll:)er of steps enough constraints will be 

generated to cut the feasible region of the original 

program so that the opt:Lmum solution of the modified 

linear program has i!1teger components. Cycling is 

prevented by the selection of the lexicographically 

smallest pivot column a:nd a pivot row selection rule so 

that never the same basis can occur in the tableau. 

- The generated constraints (or hyperplanes) pass through 

at least one integer point although not necessarily an 

integer point inside the convex hull and will reduce 

the feasible region of the original linear program. It 

should be emphasised at this point that before the 

feasible region of the original linear program is cut 

to its convex hull, we may obtain ~eady the optimum 

solution of the original integer program. Also since 

the optimum integer solution can be defined as the 

intersection of n hyperplanes, these n hyperplanes are 

actually the only ones that are really needed; some of 
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these may be constraints of the original problem. 
Basic idea is the generation of a normalised Gomory cut 
generated from the chosen pivot row v : 

n 

sk = [a 0 I A] + t [a . I A] • .( -x
J
. ) v, v, J 

(3.29) 

j=m+l 
where 

- sk is a new basic variable 
- A is a temporarily undetermined positive constant 

- [number] denotes the largest integral value less 
than or equal to number 

Now if we set A = av,s where av,s is the natural pivot, 
then eq. (3.29) will have the following two important 
properties 

a v,O 
[------] ~ 

av,s 

a V,.O 

a v,s 
(3.30) 

which means that the feasibility of the solution is 
preserved if this row is used as pivot row. If we 
choose A = a v,s then the pivot is 1 ( if this row is 
used as pivot row) • It is easily verified by 
inspection of the simplex method that a unit pivot will 
convert an all integer matrix into another all integer 
matrix (Gauss elimination). 

- The equations are extended by n trivial equations : 

(3.31) 

Xm+n = .... Am+n 

representing the Gomory variables. Since a new Gomory 
---;a: 

cut always serves as pivot row, the variable removed 
from the basis is always a Gomory slack variable. And 
by pivoting the Gomory cutting plane is added as a new 
constraint to the set of equalities. Accordingly, no 
variable of the original system ever leaves the basis. 
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The alqorithm requires that in the initial stage a 
basic, feasible, intege!" solution is qiven. 

- In the tableau all variswles have to be integers, while 

these remains inteqers throuqh the pivot operations by 

settinq A = avrs ' By each iteration a new Gomory 

constraint is added to the tableau. 
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4. 2l1\N WIRING PRO:BI.Dl, DYXAMIC PROGRAMMINC'APPROACH. 

4.1 Introduction. 

This chapt~r describes the solution to solve a qeneral 2*N 

wirinq problem with the gynamic programming approach. This 

solution is based on the traditional ~-net-at-A-time 

routinq. The alqorithm used is an extension of [ll which 

finds the optimal Steiner ~ with arbitrary costs on a 2*N 

qrid in linear time. The alqorithm is based on dynamic 

proqramminq and is described in detail because it is 

developed durinq my traininq period. 

4.2 Steiner trees. 

A minimal tree for a set A of p'oints in the plane is a tree 

which connects all points in A usinq lines with minimal 

total weiqht. Usually the weiqht of a line is defined to be 

the lenqth of the line and the tree associated with it is 

the Steiner ~. The problem of constructinq minimal 

Steiner trees has beer: studied extensively; mostly with the 

variation on this problem in which all connectinq lines are 

required to run either horizontally or vertically. A 

rectilinear Steiner tree for a set A of points is a tree 

composed of horizontal and vertical lines which interconnect 

all members of A. There typically will be many optimal 

rectilinear Steiner trees for A with total weiqht. Various 
alqorithms have been proposed, each of them requires a 

number of operations which increases exponentially with the 

number of points to be connected and is impractical for even 

moderate-sized problems. In fact the problem of 

constructil.~ an optimal rectilinear Steiner tree has been 

shown to be NP-complete. 
The alqorithm presented, is based on the dynamic proqramminq 

approach which construct an optimal rectilinear tree with 

arbitrary weights for the special case in which all pOints 

of the set A lay on a 2*N qrid. The alqorithm requires a 

number of operations Which 1s proport10~ to the lenqth of 

the qrid. 
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Dynamic programming is an optimisation method which is 
particularly applicable to multistage decision processes. 

We introduce the concept of a. general multistage decision 

process. Such a process c'ontains three variables, called 
the stage variable, the state~ variable, and the decision 
variable. The process is described by a mathematical 
equation involving these t.hree variables. The stage 
variable is scalar-valued and can be defined either on a 
interval or on a discrete set. of points. For simplicity we 

assume that the stage var'iable is a real valued variable 
defined on a discrete set of pOints. In most cases the 
values of the stage variable are considered to be discrete 
instances of time so we shall refer to the stage variable as 
the time variable in the rest of this paragraph. 

The state variable completel)r describes the decision process 

at any instance of tiBe. lie assume that at "every instance 
of time the values of th~! state variable are fini te-
dimensional vectors called state vectors. A decision 
variable represents the independent decision inputs inherent 
in a multistage decision process. Its values are also 

assumed to be finite-dimensi(:>nal vectors, called decision 

vectors. Letting ii and ui denote the state and the 

decision vectors at the i-th instance of time, a multistage 
decision process is represen1:ed by an equation of the form 

where i = 0,1,2, ••• and the 

given. 
The state vector 
characteristics : 

-i z has 

initial 

the 

-i u-i , ;i+l is - Given x and • unique. 

state vector 

(4.1) 

i O is 

following fundamental 

- ii contains all relevant informat~ about the decision 
process at the i-th instance of time. This condition 

-i -i+k 2 means that for a given z and u , k = 0,1, , •.• any 
future state i j ,j > i, can be computed without any 

knowledge of the past states i P ,p < i. 
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Suppose the decision-maker chooses iii at the i-th instance 

of time. Then at the (i+l)st instance, the state of the 
-i -i+l process changes from x to x , according to eq. (1). Due 

to this change of the state, the performance of this process 

is either improved or degraded according to the same object 

function specified by the decision~maker. The multistage 

decision process consists of finding a sequence of 

vectors over a given period of time that results in 

performance of the process according to the object 

measure used by the decision maker. 

He assume that the decision-maker uses an object 

decision 

the best 

function 

function, 

which is -i a function of x , -i u and i and is denoted by J(i 
i -i . ,u ,1), to measure the performance of the system over the 

time period [i,i+l1. The cumulative measure of the 

performance of the process over N stages is given by 

N-l 
-i -i 1: J(x ,u ,i) (4.2) 

i=O 

-i -0 According to eq. (1), for each i ) 0, x is a function of x 
-j 

and u, j = O, .. ,i-l, and 

function of i O and u j , 
hence -i -i J(x ,u ,1> 

j = O, ••• ,i-l. The 

is also a 

cumulative 

measure of the performance of the process given by (2) then 
b f -0 -j ecomes a unction of x, N, and u, j = O, ••• ,N-l. 

-0 -0 -N-l Denoting this function by J(x ,N,u , ••• ,u ), we have 

N-l 
-0 -0 -N-l -i -i J(x ,N,u , ••• ,u ) = 1: J(x ,u ,i) (4.3) 

-i -i Frequently the value of J(x ,u ,i) is referred to as the 

incremental cost of the process at the i-th stage, and the 

value of J(iO ,N,u°,. •• ,uN- l ) is called the total cost of the 

process over N stages. The multistage decision process 

consists of finding an extreme value of~(iO,N,uO, ••• ,uN-l) 
-0 -N-l with respect to the decision vectors u , ••••• ,u • To be 

specific, we consider the problem of minimising 
-0 -0 -N-l -0 -N-l J(x ,N,u , .•. ,u } with respect to u , ..••• ,u . 
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The problem of minimisation l:an be further complicated by 

the presence of the constrclints on the allowable values of 
-i -i -i-i x and u. For example x and u may be required by 

physical considerations to bl! in some qiven subsets : 

-i x £ X( i) , (4.4) 

Method of direct enumeration. 

One obvious method for solvinq the minimisation problem 1s 
-0 -0 -N-l to evaluate the cost func1:ion J(x ,N,u , ••. ,u ) for all 

-0 -N-l allowable input sequences (u , ••• ,u ) and obtain the 

optimal solution by direcit; inspection. This method is 

called direct enumeration and is feasible only if U(ii,i) 

contains a limited number of elements for every i. Letting 

ii £ XCi) denote an admissible state at the i-th instance of 

time, then we obtain a finit.e set of states ii+l from ii by 

applying ili E U(ii,i). We then compute the incremental cost 
-1 -i -i of the i-th stage by J(x ,u ,i) for all u such that the 

ii+l £ X(i + 1), and add this incremental cost to the 

previously computed cost i!1rriving at ii from iO to obtain 

the total cost of arriving at ii+l from iO. This procedu.re 

is repeated until N 1. After termination of this 

procedure we have the available values of 
-0 -0 -N-l -0 -N-l J(x ,N,u ,. •• ,u ) for all l!1llowable choices of u , ••• ,u 

and the optimal sequences of decision vectors are obtained 
b d -0 -0 -N-I Y irect inspection of the 'values of J (x ,N, u , ••• , u ) • 

The prinCipal disadvantage of directly enumerating all 

allowable sequences of decision vectors lies in the huge 

storaqe required for reasonably larqe values of N andlor 

dimensionality of ii and ui • 

The method of dynamic programming was developed by Bellman 

for sequentially solving minimisation problems which can be 

formulated as multistage decision process. This method is 

based on the principle of oFtimality. 

Principle of optimality : 

An optimal decision sequence has the property that whatever 

the past states and decisions are, the remaininq decisions 

form an optimal decision se~[uence with respect to the state 
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from the past decisions. 

Functional equation. 

-i Let lex ,N - j) denote the minimum cost of the (N - j) stage 

decision process with i j 
E xj, starting at time instance j 

and ending at N, i. e., 

l(ii,N-j) = min 
iii E U 

i=j, ••• ,N-l 

We can rewrite the above expression for I(xj,N-j) as 

-i 
l(x ,N-j) = min 

\ji E U [ 

-j -j N-l -i -i 1 J(x ,u ,j) + I J(x ,u ,i} 

i=j+l 

i=j, ... ,N-l 

and by the principle of optimality 

-i l(x ,N-j) 
[ 

N-l 
= .min min Jeij,uj,j) + I J(ii,iii,i) 

\j1 E U ii j E U i=j+l 

i=j+l, ••• ,N-l 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

](4.71 

We note that the first factor J(ij,\:ij,j) is independent of 
the cho~ce of u- i , . . 1 N 1 ... 1 = J+ , ••• , - • Hence we write this 
equation as : 

I(ii,N-j) = min 
\:ii E U 

By definition (4.5) 

i=j+l, ••• ,N-l 

N-l 
I J(ii,\:ii,i) 

i=j+l 
i=j+l, ••• ,N-l 

l(ii + 1,N-j-l) (4.9) 
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and hence 

(4.10) 

where i j +l is qiven by (1). 

This equation is called the lunctional eguation of dynamic 

proqramminq and provides BL recursive scheme for obtaininq 

I(i j ,N-j) for all i j 
E Xj qi\~en a knowledqe of I<i j +l ) . by 

minimisinq the riqht-hand liide of eq. (4.10). In order to 

use eq. (4.10) recursively to qenerate I(x,.), it is 

necessary to start at staqe N - I and compute .. 

I(UN-l,l) = min (J(iN-l,uN-l,N - l}l 
-N-l U u E 

(4.11) 

He can derive this formula also intuitively in the followinq 
-i manner. Suppose x is the !State of the process at the i-th 

instance of time and we want to find the optimal decision 
-i -i vector u. For each choic:e of u we arrive at a specific 

value for ii+l qiven by eq. (1) and each of these states at 

the (i + l)st instance of time has associated with it at 

least one optimal path endin~J in an admissible value for <iN. 
Therefore, the total cost startinq from ii should be no 

-i -i -i+l qreater than J(x ,u ,i) + I(lC ,N - i-I), and the optimal 

u is obtained by minimisinq this expression with respect to 

u i as shown on the right-hand side of eq. (4.10). Equations 

(4.10) and (4.11) provide the! optimal value for one decision 

vector. The optimal values c)f \jj + k, k = 1, .•• ,N - j - 1, 

must be computed sequentiallJr before the optimal value of \jj 

can be determined. This meth.od is clearly different from 

direct enumeration which prc)vides the optimal values of all 

decision vectors simultaneoulsly. The amount of computation 

in the minimisation prc)blem 1s also reduced, since 
-0 -0 -N-l b a min -0 -N-l J(x ,B,u , ••• ,u ) is In?w replaced y 

u , ••• u -..,.. 
sequence of minimisation problems each involving one 

decision vector. Note, that in order to obtain the optimal 

value of u j from eq. (4.10) it is necessary to know 

I (i j +1 ,N - j - 1). Therefor<e the values of I (ij+l,N - j -

1) must be stored for e'llery feasible value of i
j

+
l

• In 
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general, the number of feasible values of i j +l increases 

with increasing number of components of i j +l , and hence the 

storage problem becomes critical with large state vectors. 

4.4 Graph tera1nology. 

A qraph G is an ordered triple (V(G),E(G),f) consisting of 

- a non-empty set V(G) of vertices. 

- a set E(G) disjoint from V<G) of edqes. 

- an incidence function f that associates with each edge 

of G an unordered pair of necessarily distinct vertices 

of G. 

If e is an edge and u and v are vertices such that fCe) = 

uv, then e is said to join u and v; the vertices u and v are 

called the ends of e. By definition every graph is finite 

and has no loops or multiple edges. 

Whenever e = [u,vl is in E, we say that the vertices u and v 

are adjacent and that each is incident with edge e. A walk 

of a graph is a sequence, beginning with a vertex and ending 

with a vertex, in which vertices and edges alternate and 

each edge is incident with the vertices preceding and 

following it. The lenqth of a walk is the number of 

occurrences of edges in it. A path is a walk in which all 

vertices are distinct. A cycle is a closed walk with more 

than two vertices all of which are distinct; except the 

first and the last whith coincide. A graph is connected if 

each pair of. its vertices are joined by a path. A tree is a 

connected graph with no cycles. A subqraph of & graph G 

<.,ith vertex set V and edge set E consists of subsets of V 

and E which together form a graph. In a spanninq fubqraph 

of G all the vertices of V occur. Wit~ each edge e of G let 

there be associated a real number ew(e), called the edqe 

weiqht. With each vertex v of G let there be associated a 

real number vw(v), called the ve~t~ weiqht. Then G 

together with the weights on its edges and vertices is 

called a weiqhted graph. A spanning subgraph of G is a 

subgraph H with VCH) = V(G). A minimum weight spanning 

subgraph is a spanning tree T of G. A minimum weight 

spanning tree of a weighted graph will be called an optimal 
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spanning tree. 

4.5 Problem definition. 

He are dealing with the case in which the set A of vertices 

to be connected is a subset ()f the grid points of a 2,1tN grid 

as indicated by the lattice $rraph L in. figure 3.1. 

Figure 22. The lattice grlLph L representing a 2*N grid. 

He label the grid vertices on the top-line by 801 .••• an and 

on the bottom-line by hI ..... bn as illustrated. He assume 
that the set A contains at It!ast two grid-points otherwise 
the problem isn't a connecti(m problem. The follOWing vertex 
and edge-weights are introdu(:ed : 

- Let ew(e) denote the edc~ weight associated with each 

edge e element of E with the restriction that this 

weight is always semi-pc)sitive. 

ewe t) ~ 0 Ae £ 1::: (4.12) 

- Let vw(v) denote the ~rtex weight associated with each 
vertex v element of V. The vertex costs vw(v) are 

functions of all inc:ident edges of V and depend 
therefore on E. Each VI!rtex weight vw(v) satisfies the 
following conditions : 

and 

if G(V(G) ,E(G» and G' (V(G' ) rE' (G,)f with ESE' 

then 

~ £V 

(4.13) 

(4.14) 

This means that each v~!rtex weight is always semi-
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positive and that an additional incident edge of a 

vertex v always leads to a non decreasing value of the 

vertex weight associated with v. 

We now have to construct an optimal spanning tree OST (G,V) 

for the set A which has the following properties : 

- the optimal spanning tree is a subgraph of the lattice 

graph L. 

- the set of vertices of A is a subgraph of the optimal 

spanning tree. 

the total weight of the optimal spanning tree formed by 

the summation of all vertex weights and all edge 

weights is minimal. 

4.6 Transformation of the initial problem in the ~1c' 

programming approach. 

The tbn wiring algorithm is a linear algorithm based on 

dynamic programming that finds the minimal weight tree as 

mentioned in paragraph 4.2 where the weight is simply the 

total weight. 

The input of the algorithm consists of : 

- the set of vertices of 

interconnected. 

- edge weights 

A which have to be 

- VEW is an N element vector which stores the 

weights of the vertical edges in the lattice 

graph; VEH(j) ~ndicates the weight that must be 

added if the tree uses the edge [aj,bjl. 

- HAEM and HBEH are two N element vectors which 

store the weights of the horizontal edges in the 

lattice graph; HAEH(j), HBEH(j) indicates the 
~ 

weight that must be added if the tree uses the 

edge [aj,a j + II respectively [bj,b j + ll. 

- vertex weights 

- AVW is an N element vector which stores the vertex 
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weight functions for the vertices a i with 
i = l" ••• ,N. 

BVW is an N element vector which stores the vertex 

weight functions for the vertices b i with 

i = 1, ••• ,N. 

Let first denote the leftmost abscissa of all vertices in 
set A : 

first := (min i I a i E A or b i E Al (4.15) 

Let last denote the rightmost. abscissa of all vertices in 
set A : 

last := (max i I a i E A or b i E AJ (4.16) 

Assume that an optimal SteinE~r tree, OST (G,V) has been 

constructed for the set J~. Consider now abscissa k with 
first < k < last - 1. 

Let GL(V(GL ) "E(GL » denote tl~t part of the optimal Steiner 
tree OST situated left of ubscissa k. Graph GL consist of 
the following vertex and edg4! set : 

Let GR(V(GR) ,E(GR» denote t:h.at part of the optimal Ste::i.ner 
tree OST situated right of ,abscissa k + 1. Graph GR conEiist 
of the following vertex and edge set : 

i ) kl 
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Figure 23. Trees through the vertical C\J k, k+l. 

We make the following important observation : at abscissa k 
one of the following assertions holds : 

1. Edge [ak,ak + 1] E T and edge [b~ + 1] t T which 
implies that GL and GR are trees, otherwise OST is not 

a tree. 

2. Edge [ak,ak + 1] t T and edge [bk,bk + 11 E T which 
implies that GL and GR are trees, o~herwise OST is not 
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a tree. 

Edqe [ak,ak + 1] E T and edqe ['bk,bk + 1] E T ,.GL is a 
tree and GR is a forf~st consistinq of two different 

trees T* and T** where a k + 1 E VeT*) and 
** bk + 1 E VeT ). 

Edqe [ak,ak + 1] E T and. edqe [bk,bk + 1] E T ,.GL is a 
* ** forest consistinq of two different trees T and T 

* ** where a k E V(T } and bk E VeT ) and GR is a tree. 

We define the stage variable to be the x-abscissa in the 
lattice qraph L. The state variables must satisfy with the 
above mentioned assertions. We propose an extension of the 
staqes from left to riqht (td th increasinq abscissa number) 
which means extension of GL. The total weiqht of GL at 
abscissa k is simply the sum of all edge weiqhts and all 

vertex weiqhts with exception of the possible edqe weiqhts 

for the edqes [ak,ak + 1] and [bk,bk + 1] by which GL. is 
further extended. 
By the principle of optimalit.y the every three at abscissa k 
have to be minimal weiqhted. 

Note that at abscissa k '~e have to know the further 

extensions [ak,ak + 1] and [bk,bk + 1] to calculate the 
vertex weiqhts of vertices a k and bk · 
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Figure 24. Dynamic wirinq within a 2*N qrid. 

Definition of the state variables : 

For inspection of the above mentioned assertions we need the 

fo11owinq definitions : ~ 

1. Let T1(k) denote the minimal weiqht tree 

interconnects the fo11owinq set of vertices 

which 
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with future edge extens,ion [ak,ak + 1 J 

2. Let T2(k) denote the, minimal weight tree 

interconnects the fo11c;wing set of vertices : 

which 

3. 

(ai' b. I a i £ A, b. 
1. 1. 

E A with i ~ kJ U b k 

with future edge exten!iion [bk ,.bk + 1J 

Let T3 (k) denote the! minimal weight tree 

interconnects the fo11cIWing set of vertices . . 
{ai' b i I a i 

with future 

[bk,bk + 1 J 

E A,. b i 

edge 

£ A with i ~ kJ U (ak,bkJ 

extensions 

which 

and 

4. Let T4 (k) denote the mjlnimal weight forest consisting 
*. *.*. *. 

of two different trf!es T and T where a k E T and 
*.-Jt. 

b k E T which interconnects the following set of 

vertices : 

(ai' b i I a i E A, b i E A with i ~ kl U Cak,bk ) 

with future edge extensions [ak,ak + lJ and 

[bk,bk + 1J This Uleans that the trees have to be 

joined later) • 

According to eq. (4.10) we nieed for the construction of the 

trees TiCk + 1), i = 1,2,3,4, all old trees Ti(k) and 

evaluate all possible extens:ions. We simply enumerate all 

possibilities. 
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ak~ ___ ..:.k;.;.+,.::1_-=k::.::,;"2:1t k.,l k+ 2 
I ~t - ... ,....-·--~i 

1 j I 

t I b "---__ '--_--'l 

Tl (k) Tl (k+l) 

k k+l k+2 
a---r------, I ' i bLLJ2 

Ti(k) 

k+2 

1 
i 

T
1

(k+l) Tl (k+l) 

~ l 9 10 

I ... 
4 

T (k) T2 (k+l) 

[ . l I 11 [I] 12 

T1 (k) T
3

(k+l) T2 (k+1) T3 (k+l) 

.. 

[~J I 13 WJ 14 

T
3

(k) T3 (k+1) T
4

(k) T3 (k+1) 

"-1 

i [I] I 15 16 
I ... 

Tl (k) T4 (k+l) T2(k) T4 (k+l) 
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k k+1 k+2 k k+l k+2 k k+l k+2 k k+l k+2 

a . ----; ci -,-- -1 
17 18 

, I ' 

LJ I 
b h i 

T
4

(k) T (k+1 ) none T1 (:t:irst) 

I I 

I 19 

~----~----~ ~------~--~ 
none T (first) T left detour 

T (first) 

22 .. 
none T2 (first) none T (first) 

23 'I OJ 24 

T left detour 
T2 (first) none T3 (first) 

.. 

[I] 25 OJ 26 

, 3 T
4

(first) T T (first) none 
left detour 

OJ 27 ITJ28 
1 1 

T (last-1) T T (last-1) T 
last last 

.. 

l J 29 [TI30 
2 2 

T (last-1) T T (last-I) T 
last last 

31 32 
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Construction possibilities T1(k + 1) : 

pos 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

previous edge extensions 

tree vertex extensions 

[ak ,ak + 1] + 

a k + 1 

[ak ,ak + 1] + 

[ak + 1,bk + 1] + 

a k + 1 

b k + 1 

+ 

[bk ,bk + 1] + 

[ak + l,bk + 1] + 
+ 

,ak + 1] + 

,bk + 1] + 

l,bk + 1] + 

ak + 1 
b k + 1 

+ 

increase weights 

ew([ak ,ak + 1]) + 

vw(ak + 1) 

ew([ak 
ew([a

k 
vwCak + 

vw(bk + 

ewe[bk 
ewe [ak 
vw(ak + 
vw(bk + 

ew([a
k 

ew([b
k 

vw(ak + 

vw(bk + 

ew([ak ,ak + 

ewe [bk ,bk + 

ewe [ak + 1 ,bk + 
vw(ak + 1) 

vw(bk + 1) 

To construct TICk + I} we enumerate all admissible 

extensions from TiCk), i=1, •• ,4, compute the total weights 

and select the admissible possibility with minimal total 

weight for Tl(k + 1). 

Remark 
Dependent on the set A some extension possibilities are not 

allowed. If b k + 1 is member of set A then possibility 1 is 

out of consideration because this cas~may form a cheapest 

tree which does not satisfy the defin~ion of the OST ( not 

all members of set A are in the OST). 

Construction possibilities T2(k + 1) : 
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pos previous edqe extensions increase weiqhts 

tree vertex extensions 

6 Tl(k) [ak ,ak + 1] + ewe [ak ,ak + I J ) + 

[ak 1,bk 1] + ewe [ak + l,bk 1]) + 
+ + + 

a k + + vw(ak + 1) + 
1 

bk of 1 . vw(bk + 1) 

7 T2(k) [bk ,bk + 1] + ew([bk ,bk + 1]) + 

bk + 1 vw(bk + 1) 

8 T2(k) [bk ,bk ... 1] + ewe [bk ,bk + 1]) + 

[ak + 1,bk i- 1] + ew([ak + 1,bk + 1]) + 

a k + 1 + vw(ak 1) + + 
bk + 1 vw(bk + 1) 

9 T3 (k) [ak ,ak -I' 1] + ew([ak .,ak + 1]) + 

[bk ,bk + 1] + ew([bk ,bk + 1]) + 

a k + + vw(ak l' + 
1 + 

bk + 1 vw(bk + 1) 

10 T4 (k) [ak ,ak + 1] + ew([ak ,ak + 1 
]) + 

[bk ,bk 1] + ew([bk ,bk + 1]) + 
+ 

[ak + l,bk ... 1] + ew{[ak + 1,bk + 1]) + 

a k + + vw(ak + 1) + 
1 

bk + 1 
vw(bk + 1) 

Remark : 
Dependent on the set A some ~!xtension possibilities are not 
allowed. If a k + 1 is membe:r of set A then possibility 7 is 

out of consideration because this case may form a cheapest 

tree which does not satisfy the definition of the OST ( not 

all members of set A are in 't:.he OST). 

For T2(k + 1) we select the admissible possibility with 

minimal total weiqht. 

Construction possibilities T3(k + 1) : 



pos 

11 

12 

13 

14 

previous 

tree 

T1 Ck) 
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edge extensions 

vertex extensions 

[ak ,ak + I J + 

[ak + l,bk + I J + 

a k + 1 
b k + 1 

+ 

[bk ,bk + I J + 

[ak + 1,bk + I J + 
+ 

increase weights 

ewe [a
k 

ewe [a
k 

. vw(ak + 
VW(bk + 

ew([bk ,bk + I J ) + 

ew([ak + 1,bk + I J ) + 

vw(ak + 1) + 

vw(bk + 1) 

ew([ak 
ew([b

k 
vw(ak + 

vwCbk + 

ew([ak ,ak + I J ) + 

eW([~k ,bk + I J ) + 
ewC[ak + 1,bk + I J ) + 

vw(ak + 1) + 

vwCbk + 1) 

We select the possibility with minimal total weight for 

T3 (k + 1). 

Construction possibilities T4(k + 1) 

pos previous edge extensions increase weights 
tree vertex extensions 

15 T1 Ck) [ak ,ak + I J + ew([ak ,ak + I J ) + 

a k + 1 + vwcak + 1) + 

b k + 1 vw(bk + 1) 

16 T2(k) [b
k ,bk + I J + eW([b

k ,bk + 1]) + 

a k + 1 
+ \. vw(ak + 1) + 

b k + 1 VW(bk + 1) 
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17 T4 {k) [ak ,ak 0i- l] + ew([a
k ,ak + 1]) + 

[bk ,bk -i_ 1] + ewe [bk ,bk + 1]) + 

a k + 1 + vwCak + 1) + 

b k + 1 VWCbk + 1) 

We select the possibility wj~th minimtlll total weight for 
T4 (k + 1). 

Construction of the initial trees Ti(first)·, i=1,2,3,4 : 

We are now dealing with absc:Lssa first and must construct 

the initial trees to start the dynamic program. We must now 

emphasise the fact that a left detour (a tree which uses 

edges left of abscissa first) might result in a cheaper tree 

than a direct edge [afirst,b:first]' Considering this fact 

we construct an auxiliary detour tree of minimal total 

weight situated in the left part of the grid left to 

abscissa first and future e;ige extensions [afirst-l,afirst] 

and [bfirst-l,bfirst]' T left detour is the tree with: 

first - 2 

ew([as,bs ]) + t {ew([ai,ai + 1]) + ew([bi,bi + 1]) } + 

i = s 

first - 1 

+ is minimal 

i = s 
with 

1 ~ s ~ first - 1 
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I I 
1 first last N 

Figure 26. An example of T left detour. 

Denote k is abscissa first. 

Construction possibilities of initial tree T1(first) 

pos previous edge extensions increase weights 

tree vertex extensions 
18 none a k + 1 vwCak + 1) 

19 none [ak + 1,bk + 1l + ew([ak + 1,bk + l l ) + 
a k + 1 + vw(ak 1) + + 
bk + 1 VW(bk + 1) 

20 T left [ak ,ak + 1l + ew([ak ,ak + 1l ) + 
[bk ,bk + II + ewe [bk ,bk + 1l ) + 

a k + 1 + vwcak + 1) + 

bk + 1 vw(bk + 1) 

Remarks : 

Dependent on the set A and the existence of T 
some extension possibilities are not allowed : 

left detour 

- bfirst t set A then possibility 18 is minimal weighted. 

- bfirst £ set A and T left detour does not exist then 
possibility 19 is the only allowable. 

- bfirst £ set A and T left detour ~ist then select out 
of the possibilities 19 and 20 the one with the minimal 
total weight. 

Construction possibilities of initial tree T2(first) : 
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pos previous edge extensions increase weights 

tree vertex extensions 

21 none b k + 1 vw(bk + 1) 

22 none [ak + l,bk + II + ewe [ak + 1 ,bk + ll) + 
a k i:: 1 + . vw(ak + 1) + 

bk + 1 vw(bk + I} 

23 T left [ak ,ak + II + ew([ak ,ak + ll) + 

[bk ,bk + II + ewe [ak ,bk ll) + + 
a k + 1 + vw(ak 1) + 
bk + 1 VW(bk + 1) 

Remarks : 
Dependent on the set A and th,e existence of T 
some extension possibilities are not allowed. 

left detour 

- afirst t set A then possibility 21 is minimal weighted. 

- afirst E set A and T left detour does not exist then 
possibility 22 is the ori,ly allowable. 

- afirst E set A and T left detour exist then select out 
of the possibilities 22 and 23 the one with the minimal 

total weight. 

Construction possibilities of initial tree T3 (first) 

pos previous edge extens:lons increase weights 

tree vertex extensions 

24 none [ak + l,bk ... II + ew([ak + l,bk + ll) + 

a k + 1 + vw(ak + I} + 

b k + 1 vw(bk + 1) 

25 T left [ak ,ak '1- II + ew([ak ,ak + ll) + 
[bk ,bk .t- II + ew([ak ,bk + ll) + 

a k + 1 + vw(ak + 1) + 

b k + 1 "w(bk + 1) 

Remarks : 
Dependent T left detour some extension possibility 25 is not 
allowed. 

+ 
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Construction possibilities of initial tree T4 (first) : 

pos previous edge extensions increase weights 

tree vertex extensions 

26 none a k + 1 + vwCak + 1) + 

bk +, 1 . vwCbk + 1) 

We select for all initial trees Ti(first), i=1, •• ,4 the one 

with minimal weight. 

Remark : 
This is always the possibility with minimal weight. 

Construction of the trees Ti(last), i=1,2,3,4 : 

We are now dealing with abscissa last and have to construct 

the tree T last without future extensions to end the dynamic 

program. 

I 
1 first last N 

Figure 27. An example of T right detour. 

He must now emphasise the fact that a right detour (a tree 
which uses edges right of abscissa last) might result in a 

cheaper tree than a direct edge [alast,blastl. This means 
that if a right detour is permitted, we must extend T4 

further to the right. 

First we consider the possibilities ~o generate a tree 
T 1 t with no further extensions than abscissa i last out of 

as i 
the trees T (last - 1). 

Denote k is abscissa last - 1. 
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Construction possibilities of tree T last : 

pos previous edqe extens:ions increase weiqhts 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

tree vertex extensions 

[ak , ' a k 'i- 1] + 

a k + 1 

[ak ,ak + 1] + 

[ak + 1,bk + 1] + 

a k + 1 

b k + 1 

+ 

[bk ,bk + 1] + 

b k + 1 

[bk ,bk + 1] + 

[ak + 1,bk + 1] + 

+ 

.ew([ak ,ak + 1]) + 

vw(ak + 1) 

ew([ak 
ew([ak 
vw(ak + 

vw(bk + 

ew([bk ,bk + 1]) + 

vw(bk + 1) 

ew([bk 
ew([ak 
vw(ak + 
vw(bk + 

ewe [a
k 

ew([bk 
vw(ak + 

vw(bk + 

ew([ak 
ew([bk 
ew([ak 
vw(ak 
VW(b

k 

,ak + 

,bk + 

+ 1,bk + 

+ 1) 

+ 1) 

The possibility with minimal weiqht and which is admissible 
is selected. 

Remarks : 

- a
last 

It set A then posf;ibili ty 29 is not admissible. 

~ . 
- a

last 
t set A then posnibility 29 has less total we1qht 

than possibility 30. 

_ b It set A then pOSJ:sibili ty 27 is not admissible. 
last 

b t set A then pos:sibility 27 has less total weiqht 
- last 
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than possibility 28. 

The minimal weight tree of all this extension possibilities 

is stored in tree Tlast . 

If a right detour is possible then we construct the 

auxiliary right detour tree which covers the vertices a i and 

b. with: 
1 

s 

ew([as,bsJ) + I {ew([ai,ai + lJ) + eW([bi,bi + lJ) } + 

with 

i = last 

s 
+ I {vw(a

i
) + vw(b

i
) ) 

i = last + 1 

is minimal 

last + 1 S s S N (where N is the length of the grid) 

He construct now the tree T4 (last) and join this with the 

auxiliary tree resulting in tree Tright detour. The optimal 
Steiner tree is now the cheapest tree of T1ast and Tright 

detour" 
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algorithm : 
proc OST (Optimal Steiner Trela) 

determine set A, first, last 

abscissa := first 

construct initial trees TiCfirst), i=1,2,3,4 
while abscissa < last 
do 

for all i 
construct TiCabscissa + 1) by extension of 

the previous trees TiCabscissa) 

select the cheapest possibility 
abscissa := abscissa + 1 

od 

construct T last 
construct cheapest Tright detour 

OST := cheapest (T1ast,Tright detour) 
corp 

In case one net results in more than one 2*N wiring 
subproblems it is necessary to limit the detour areas of 

those subproblems in such a way that the wire solutions 

never can have overlapping areas because this would result 

in superfluous interconnectic1ns; the subproblems are already 
interconnected somewhere at t.he outside of the 2*N grid. 

split 

(a) Route at the previouu level of hierarchy 

r ! I I I 
(b) Wire solution of s;ub:r:>roblem 1. 

I I 1 I 
(c) Wiresolution of s;ubproblem 2. 

r I J I I 
(d) Suoerfluous interconnection. 
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Figure 28. No limitation with a superfluous 

interconnection. 

Suppose a net on the previous level of hierarchy has taken 

the route depicted in fig. 28(a) and generates two new 2*N 

subproblems on the current level of hierarchy. No 
, 

limitations of the detour area might result in the solutions 

28(b), 28(c) which if combined result in a superfluous 

interconnection at abscissa k, see 28(d). This solution is 

avoided by limiting the detour area of those subproblems. 

In the current program the detour area between two 

subproblems is split in half. 

Note that at each stage of recursion we make a constant 

number of comparisons and the total computation time is O(N) 

where N is the length of the grid. In the initial stage 

computing Ti(first), i=1, .• ,4 takes O(first) time, 

construction of T last is performed in time O(last - first) 

and a final right detour is computed in at most O(N - last). 

Usually the interval Cfirst,lastl is small in comparison 

with Cl,Nl, so we start the construction of the left detour 

and the right detour at respectively abscissa first - 1 

extending to the left and at abscissa last extending to the 

right to eliminate unnecessary computations. For example 

the extension to the left of the left detour is stopped if 
the tree consisting of 

first - 2 

I {ew(Caj,a j + 1]) + eW(Cbj,b j + 1]) J + 
i = j 

first - I 

+ I {yw(ai ) + YW(bi ) J 

i = j + I 

with 

I ~ j ~ first - 3 

has higher weight than a previous determined minimal weight 

left detour because addition of further edges and vertices 

can only increase the total weight. In most cases the time 

spent for the 2*N dynamic routing will be O(last - first). 
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4.7 Cost functions. 

The weight of the edges which correspond with the horizontal 

and vertical boundaries a.re chosen to be exponentially 

decreasing function of the remaining boundary capacities. 

If B is the boundary~ C(B) the initial. boundary capacity and 

N(B) the number of already routed nets crossing the boundary 

B, then : 

HAEW,HBEW(B) = CI (N(B)-C(B» + C2 (60) 

Where C2 is an additional co,nstant to incorporate the wire 

length of a net. 

The via costs are chosen sim,ilarly. If M(G) is the maximal 

number of vias that can t'e realised in cell G and T(G) is 

the number of vias already in this cell then : 

AVH,BVW(G) = C3 (T(G)-M(G» + C4 (61) 

The constants Cl, C2, C3, C4 are determined during a fine 

tuning process. 

Remarks : 

- if the aspect ratio of the grid cells is large then the 

coefficients for the horizontal weights are chosen 

different from those fClr the vertical weights. 

- C(B), M(G) are the 2*N boundary and via capacities of 

chapter 1. 

4.8 Rerouting. 

Once all nets are embedded in the 2*N grid, the total 

solution may result in some overcongested regions in the 

sense that the number of b,oundary crossings exceeds its 

initial capacity. In order to reduce the net order 

dependency and the improveme'nt of the ~istribution of the 

remaining boundary capacities rerouting is performed. The 

rerouting procedure selects a net, removes it, updates the 

boundary and via capacitie:s, computes new boundary and via 

costs (against the background of all other wires) and 

executes the dynamic wiring procedure again. 
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The net selection can be performed 

- randomly in order to reduce the net order dependence. 

- based on wire length, long nets are selected first to 

speed up the convergence. 

- based on congestion. Each net crossing a boundary is 
assigned a weight which is a function of the congestion 
in the whole path of the net. The net with the highest 
weight is first selected for rerouting to move the net 

segments away from the congested peaks. 

Experiments so far indicated that : 

- Rerouting based on congestion weights delivers the best 
result. Most nets choose exactly the route they had 
before, but several of them choose other routes 

improving the distribution of the remaining boundary 
capacities. 

Repeated rerouting is not practical because in the 
third and subsequent stages the nets choose the same 
routes as before. The small thickness of the grid (2 

strips) is probably the reason why the rerouting 

process converges so fast. 
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5. Grid definition. 

This chapter evaluates several possibilities of definition 
of the mapping of the final .;rid onto the actual gate array 

image. 

5.1 Island cell style. 

Usually appearing in bipolar technology where the pins are 
defined by the basis and emitter contacts of the single 
transistors. The functional decomposition delivers a net 

list consisting of unique defined pins, no fixed underpaths 

or feed throughs occur. 

rrrr'P1' rrrrrrnn ':/1 /,':' """", Idol':': """\" , I , , I I I I • 

I , I , • I I I , I I I • I I , , t 
I I \ I , I , t \ I I •••• \ • I 
I I I I , • , , , ,I,.,.", 
I • I , I I •• I , I , , , • , , t 

.. J.i..I..i.\. .. L .. ...I..iJ.,i,.\.i.L .. 

rrrrrnn rrrrrnnl t , , , t ••• , I"""', t • , , , , , • t I • , • , , t , , 
I ••• , , , , • I • , • , I I I , 

I • , ••• I • I """'" I , tit I I • , t "." t t t , •••• I •• , , • I • I I I I I 

~."""" JJ.ll.LUtl J.i..I..i.\. .. L&. 

Fiqure 29. Island cell wi ttl definition of the final grid. 

A island consists of several functional cells which are 

placed "back to back" to eSLch other. A suitable model for 

is to define E!ach island to be two final grid 
a common boundary coincident with the line 
back of the all functional cells on an island. 

the final grid 
cells, with 
define by the 
The extension to a grid is performed by division of the 
routing area on the chip in <:ells defined by extrapolating 
the previously defined final grid cell boundaries of the 

islands. The bonding pads clm be mode~ed by definition of 
extra cells around the fc)rmed grid and introducing extra 
pins for each used bonding pn.d wi thin this cell. 
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5.2 Polyee11 styl1!. 

The poly cell style is characterised by functional cell rows 
located between routing channels. 

• • • .-£ 
o 

Fiqure 30. Po~y cell style with definition of the final 
grl.a. 

The most obvious feature are couples of two opposite 
electrically common pins facing both succeeding routing 

channels. These pins are already interconnected by fixed 

underpaths forming a gate in the gate array. One should 

emphasise the following two cases : 

- a net using a gate for electrical performance must have 
an interconnection with at least one of the pins of the 
actual gate. 

- feed through (gates 
perf ormance ) may be 

that having 
used by all 

interconnection between two succeeding 

This leeds to the following definitions 

no functional 
nets to make an 
wiring channels. 

Interconnection terminal couple are two opposite pins in a 

functional cell perform an electrical function and have to 

be interconnected with other functiona~cells (belong to the 
net list). 
Feed through two opposite pins in a functional cell 
performing no electrical activity. These pins can be used 
to make a jump between two succeeding wiring channels. 
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With this definition interconnection terminal couples should 

qet a separate treatment in c,ur wirinq alqorithm than a feed 

throuqh because only one pins in a interconnection terminal 

couple should be used. We: define the final qrid cells as 

follows : Grid lines parallel to the wirinq channels etc. 

are defined in the middle of the functional cells so each 

functional cell is divided into two parts with the pins of 

feed throuqhs and interconrlection terminal couples at both 

sides of the qrid line. I.. suitable parameter for the 

boundary capacity on the qrid line is the number of feed 

throuqhs crossinq this line. One must emphasise the fact 

that a crossinq of the c:rrid line by an interconnection 

terminal couple does not affE!ct the capacity (number of feed 

throuqhs remains. the same). This leads to a separate 

treatment of crossinqs, one !Should know if a interconnection 

terminal couple or a real fef~d throuqh is used. The dynamic 

approach is best suited 1:.0 accomplish this separate 

treatment because it wirel; one-net-at-a-time so actual 

checkinq on the feed throuqh or a terminal couple can be 

performed. 

One difficulty which have to be solved is the ability of the 

router to select one, or both pins of a terminal couple 

which suites best under the qiven circumstances. Because 

both pins are situated at different sides of the qrid line 

at some hierarchical level t:b.ese pins will be located in two 

adjacent supercells. 

Assume that we are dealinq at this hierarchical level where 

the pins are located in two adjacent supercells. In our 

model this means that the terminals are represented by two 

adjacent vertices in the lattice qraph. The edqe between 

these vertices denotes a possible interconnection but in 

fact this interconnection is already made by the fixed 

underpath. So in our model the edqe weiqht of this edqe is 

set to zero (lowest weiqht possible, ~ forcinq the edqe to 

be always member of the optimal Steiner tree) and no update 

of the correspondinq boundary capacity. At the lowest level 

of hierarchy we can distinqu,ish the followinq cases: Case a 

terminal is only connectE'd by its fixed underpath this 

terminal an the underpath ca.n be removed out of the data 
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base since this is redundant information. 

Interconnection terminals at high level of hierarchy. At a 

high level of hierarchy we need to know the exact place of a 

interconnection terminal in the supercell. We must know the 

possible underpaths to neighbouring supercells. In this 

case we can treat the 'crossing different. This approach is 

also suitable for making interconnection with predefined 

wire segments crossing various final grid cells. We model 

this wire by a sequence of interconnection terminals having 

fixed underpaths which each other. A net to be 

interconnected may access this functional cell by making 

contact at at least one of those pins. Definition of a 

functional cell to be a final grid cell becomes now very 

complicated. 
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6. Evalaat1:mr--and. recommendntiona. 

The current program can be rf~garded as a first contribution 

towards a whole gate array design package. However it is 

quite difficult to evaluate the current version of the 

program by absence of realistic gate array examples. The 

two examples used are imaginilry constructed gate arrays. 

As mentioned in chapter 5 th(~ program can also be adapted tp 

handle arrays of the poly cell style characterised its 

functional cells with two elt~ctrically common pins. But the 

nature of the poly cell style, having routing channels 

usually the following approa,::h is used : 

- Assigning each net whicJn. crosses a functional cell row 

which pins and feed tlt'irouqhs it is going to use. The 

functional cells which defined by its net list have a 

fixed location in the row but when the net has to use a 

feed through (usually a unused gate) many feed through 

in the functional cell row may be selected. These feed 

throughs are in such a way selected that the over

congested areas in the routing channels is avoided. 

- Now all used pins facing a routing channel are known 

and also their corresponding nets so the initial 

routing problem is now reduced to a pure channel 

problem. In the past many channel routing algorithms 

have been developed. 

It is extremely difficult tel adapt the linear approach in 

the hierarchical method to poly style gate arrays where the 

building blocks consist of al single gates, library cells are 

composed of several gates, all with different lengths. The 

rows of gates are constructE!d in a way that the library 

cells may be pushed togethe!r. The. elementary subsystems in 

the row are now the gates and not the functional cells 

because in case of a vertic:al cut line perpendicular of the 

functional cell row one must really ~ at which side of 

the cut line the pins Eire located. Generally it is not 

possible the construct cut JLines perpendicular to the cell 

rows having no library cellls crossing the line. 
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Big size of the final grid. Program becomes very slow 

because of the big size of the grid. The definition of 

our global wiring problem resembles more at a local 

wiring than a global wiring. 

- The final grid cells do not look like each other, the 

cells situated in the routing channels have much other , 

appearance features than those formed by the individual 

gates. Our router treats these final grid cells the 

same so it is extremely difficult to develop new 

heuristics and perform the fine tuning process because 

the final grid cells differ so much. 
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8. 1~larl0N. 

8.1 Data structure. 

First the complete data structure used by the router is 

described. 

Definitions 

final grid FG grid at last level of hierarchy which 
corresponds with input grid. 

current grid CG : grid under examine at the current level of 

hierarchy. The current grid has its own dimensions and each 
supercell is composed of several final grid cells. 

CONSTANTS 

N_MAX = 60 maximal length of 2*N grid 
X_MAX = 60 maximal x size of final grid FG 

Y_MAX = 20 maximal y size of final grid FG 
NEr_MAX = 2000 maximal number of nets 
EXTENSION_MAX = 30 number of patterns in dynamic approach 
TERM_MAX = 11 number of four cell terminal types 
EPSILON = le-4 small number to incorporate round of 

errors 

INPUT FOR ROUTING PROBLEM 

1 

net 
range 

terminal 1 terminal n 

....-+-~_...I.-_"--~-:t-----J'1----.. 1 xn i Y n :~/<J 

terminal 1 

Figure 31. Net list representation. 
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type 

TERMINAL_POINTER, record fields : 

TX 

TY 

var 

x coordinate of jnterconnection terminal 

at final grid solution 

y coordinate of j.nterconnection terminal 
at final qrid solution 
pOinter to next terminal component 

arrayCnet_numbf~rJ of terminal-pointer 

internal net r4~presentation, depicted in 

fig. 31. 

NET_RANGE : number of nets in current program 

By entry of the algorithm each net is identified by a list 

of its final grid cells ~~Cx,yJ where the interconnection 

terminals are located. TX and TY are the coordinates of the 

final grid cell containing an interconnection terminal. 
NET_LISTCiJ is the interconnection terminal list of net i. 

channel capacities 

var 

arrayCi,jJ of horizontal channel capacities, 

denotes the channel capacity between the 
final grid cells FGCi,jJ and FGCi+l,jJ 

GRID_VER_CAP : arrayCi,jJ of vertical channel capacities, 

denotes thE! channel capacity between the 

final grid cells FGCi,jJ and FGCi,j+IJ 

grid data structure : 

Each net in the current grid is described as a set of grid 
cells, called vertices wh.ich contain wire segments and/or 

interconnection terminals. 

following information : 

type 

Each 

VERTEX_POINTER, record fi'elds : 

net number 

vertex 

NET 

STATE set of (TERM,DUMMY,N,E,S,W) 

contains the 
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TERM : grid cell contains a interconnection terminal 
DUMMY : introduced terminal by linear approach 

: net has interconnection in north direction 

net has interconnection in east direction 

net has interconnection in south direction 

: net has interconnection in west direction 
pointer to next vertex component 

FREE_VERTEX_LIST : dump list containing disposed vertex 

components 

The interval elements define the position of the current 
grid cells on the final grid. Normally the current grid is 
composed of supercells, each supercell consists of several 
of final grid cells. Each edge of a supercell coincides 

with a set final grid cell edges, the corresponding 

coordinates can be considered as an interval. The interval 

elements describe the exact location of these supercells on 
the final grid. 

type 
INTERVAL_ELEMENT,record fields : 

var 

lowest coordinate of the final grid cell 

situated within this supercell 
HIGH_INDEX highest coordinate of the final grid cell 

situated within this supercell 
LENGTH : number of final grid cells situated at the 

edge of this supercell 

X_RANGE : x dimension of final grid 

NR_X_INTERVALS : number of columns of the current grid at 
the current level of hierarchy 

: array[x] of interval_cell; 

defines the pOSit~ of current grid 
column x in final grid resolution 

Y_RANGE : y dimension of final grid 
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GRID X INTERVAL 

1 4 

"- -- ~---

3 6 

3 3 
, - -

GRID Y INTERVAL --. 

GRID 

1 2 3 4 5 6 
ell 1 cell 1 

net net 
number number 

list arranqed at 
vertex vertex ascerdinc:r net number 
state 1 state 1 

cell 1 cell 1 

net net 
number number 

vertex vertex 
state 1 state' 1 

cell m 

net net 
number number 
vertex vertex 
state n state m 

ell k '-- cell 1 ',- ,-
~~ ..,/ 

/~ net 
/~ net 

number numbE!r 

vertex vertE!X 
state k statE! I 

," "" 
w 

Figure 32. Grid representation. 
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NR_Y_INTERVAL5 : number of rows of the current grid at 
the current level of hierarchy 

GRID_Y_INTERVAL array[yl of interval_cell; 

defines the position of current grid 

row y in final grid resolution 

GRID : array[i,jl of vertex-pointer; 
contains all wiring information at the current 
hierarchical level. 

Each grid cell has a vertex list containing the 

wiring information of all nets with vertices in 
that cell. 

Remarks : 

- All wire information in current grid super cell CG[i,jl 

is stored in the lower left corner of the corresponding 

final grid cell, grid cell[grid_x_interval[il. 

low_index, grid-y_interval[jl.low_indexl. 

- All vertex lists are arranged at ascending net number. 

- With geometric information the grid data structure has 

fast access. 

Another representation is an entry by net number index where 
all vertices of the net with their corresponding place 
information are stored in lists. 

~ vertex place list structure : 

type 
PLACE_POINTER, record fields : 

var 

X : x coordinate of vertex in a arbitrary 
coordinate system 

Y : y coordinate of in a arbitrary 
coordinate system 

NEXT_PP : pointer to next place co~onent 

dump list containing disposed place 
components 
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Place components are used in combination with vertex 
components to preserve the! geometrical information of the 
vertex in a not geometrical based data structure. 

VP 

pp 

vertex i 
net 

number 

vertex C 

state i 

vertex· 
net 

number 

vertex 
state j 

u 
Figure 33. Net vertex place representation. 

type 
VERTEX_PLACE_ELEMENT, record fields 

VP : list of vertex components 

PP list of place components 

VP is a vertex list and PP is the corresponding place list 

with the geometric information of the vertices. 

var 
NE'I'_VERTEX_PLACE_LIST : array[netJ of vertex-place_element 

NET_VERTEX_PLACE_LIST[iJ contains all wiring information of 

net [iJ with the correspclnding place information. In the 
program this structure is ufied for access of all vertices by 
net index. 

var 
OVERFLOWED_NET : array[ne1~_numberJ of boolean; 

true : nf!t is overQowed at some 
h:lerarchical ~evel r only its 
tl~rminal cells remain in the 
dlltabase. 

false : no overflow, net should be 
I::onsidered for further routing 
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Data structure for the 2*N routing approach : 

var 

N_RANGE : length of 2*N grid 

grid orientation of the 2*N grid on the 
final grid 
true : horizontal orientation 
false : vertical orientation 

arraytx] of interval_cell~ 

defines the position of current 2*N 

grid column x in final grid resolution 

Y_INTERVAL_INDEX : corresponding grid_interval index of 
tbn-y_intervaltl] 

TBN_Y_INTERVAL arrayty] of interval_cell~ 

defines the position of current 2*N 

grid row y in final grid resolution 

east direction of 2*N grid in terms of final grid 
directions of the wind 

south direction of 2*N gr~d in terms of final grid 

directions of the wind 

W_DIR : west direction of 2*N grid in terms of final grid 
directions of the wind 

north direction of 2*N grid in terms of final grid 
directions of the wind 

channel and via capacities of A*N grid 

var 
TBN_VER_CAP · arrayti] of vertical channel capacities, · 

denotes the channel capacity between 

the 2*N grid cells Gti,l] and Gti,2] 

TBN_HOR_CAP · arrayti,j] of horizont~ channel capacities, · 
denotes the channel capacity between 
the 2*N grid cells Gti,j] and Gti+l,j], 
j=1,2 

TBN_V I A_CAP · array[i,j] of via capacities, · 
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denotes the v'ia capacity of the 2*N qrid 
cell G[i,j], j=l,2 

Remark : 

The via capacity of a 2*N cell is defined by the function 

V(n,m) of the channel capacit.ies on its boundaries. 

data structure for the linear~ programming approach : 

At every level of hierarchy the router partitions a current 

qrid row or current qrid column. The wirinq information of 

the considered row/column is partitioned in two cateqories 
TEMP_TBN and WIRING_TBN. 

var 
array[x,I •• 2] of vertex-pointer~ 
containinq only vertices of nets which form 

no wirinq problem at this staqe 

WIRING_TBN : array[x,l •• 2] of vertex-pointer; 
containinq only vertices of nets which are 
wirinq probleJ!ls at this staqe 

Remarks : 

TEMP_TBN is a temporal~y array for storaqe of the 
vertices which are interconnection terminals with no 
existinq interconnectiol'l or an existinq interconnection 
to the outside of the 2:ItN qrid, WIRING_TBN contains the 
list of vertices which should be routed. 

modifies only the verti'=es in WIRING_TBN. 

The router 

- After the 2*N routinq i:s finished, the vertex lists of 
TEMP_TBN and WIRING_TBN are mixed toqether and placed 
back in the appropriate current qrid cells. 

- In both TEMP _TBN and WI:RING_TBN the vertex lists are 

arranqed at descendin'g' net order. Its data structure 

is the same as in GRID, except t~ orderinq in each 
vertex list. 

By the "divide and conquer" fashion a 2*N wirinq problem is 
decomposed in a sequence of four cell problems which have to 
be successively solved. FOUR_LIST reflects the exact 
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position of the location of four supercells in the four cell 
problem on the 2*N grid. 

type 

FOUR_POINTER, record fields : 

MIN_X_LEFT 

MAX_X_LEFT 

LEFT_LENGTH 

RIGHT_LENGTH 

LEVEL 

var 

Remark : 

: 

· · 
· · 

tbn x coordinate of most left 2*N cell 
situated within four cell C 
tbn x coordinate of most left 2*N cell 
situated within four cell C 

number of tbn cells in which coincide 

with horizontal border of four cell C 

tbn x coordinate of most left 2*N cell 
situated within four cell D 
tbn x coordinate of most left 2*N cell 
situated within four cell D 
number of tbn cells in which coincide 

with horizontal border of four cell D 
hierarchical level of four cell problem 
in the breadth first search decomposition 

: pointer to next four component 

dump list containing disposed four 

components 

list containing all the four cell 
problems which must be successively 
solved 

pointer to last element in FOUR_LIST 

The height of each four cell in each four cell problem is 
always one tbn cell. 

boundary and via capacities in four cell problem : 

~r ~ 
HOR_l_CAPACITY : channel capacity between four cell A and 

four cell B 

HOR_2_CAPACITY : channel capacity between four cell C and 

four cell D 
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VER_I_CAPACITY channel capacity between four cell A and 
four cell C 

VER_2_CAPACITY · channel capacity between four cell Band · 
four cell D 

VIA_A_CAPACITY · via capacity of four cell A · 
VIA_B_CAPACITY via capacity of four cell B 

VIA_C_CAPACITY via capacity of four cell C 

VIA_D_CAPACITY via capacity of four cell D 

type 

array[i] of the number of four cell 
wiring problems with terminal 
configura.tion type K( i) 

PATTERN_ELEMENT, record fiEllds : 

NUMBER 

CONNECT 

var 
PATTERN 

number of four cell problems which have to be 
routed at this pattern 
set of < HOR_I_CONNECT,HOR_2_CONNECT, 

VER_I_CONNECT,VER_2_CONNECT); 

HOR_I_CONNECT pattern has a wire connection 

between the cells A and B 
HOR_2_CONNECT pattern has a wire connection 

between the cells C and D 
VER_l_CONNECT pattern has a wire connection 

between the cells A and C 
VER_2_CONNECT pattern has a wire connection 

between the cells Band D 

array [28] of pattern_element, 
containing all p!ltterns and the number of four 
cell wiring problems which should be routed in 
this way 

~ 
array[11,4] of pattern_number, 
defines the correspondence of each terminal 
configuration type with the existing 
patterns 
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type 
TBN_WIRING_TABLE_ELEMENT, record fields : 

var 

NET 

LEFT 

net number of 2*N wiring problem 

most left 2*N x coordinate allowed for a left 

detour, used by dynamic routing 
FIRST : most left 2*N x coordinate of a initial 

LAST 

RIGHT 

WEIGHT 
WIRING 

QUAD 

CONF 

VP 

PP 

vertex. 
most right 2*N x coordinate of a initial 
vertex 

most right 2*N x coordinate allowed for a 

right detour 
congestion weight, used by dynamic rerouting 
boolean : forms a wiring problem in the current 

four cell wiring problem or not 
set of (A,B,C,D) : set of occupied quadrants 

of corresponding four cell problem 

terminal configuration type of corresponding 
four cell problem 
vertex list, used by dynamic routing 
place list, used by dynamic routing 

TBN_WIRING_TABLE : array[iJ of tbn_wiring_table_element; 

table of all 2*N wiring problem 
descriptions 

NR_TBN_PROBLEMS : number of 2*N wiring problems 

LOW_LINK : array[netJ of tbn-problem_index 

contains index of first wiring problem 
in tbn_wiring_table of examined net 

All tbn wiring problems are arranged at ascending 
in the tbn wiring table. If a net has more than 
problem first the most left situated 2*N problem 

net number 
one wiring 
occurs in 

the table, then the immediate fOllOWi~ problem etc. 

variables for simplex and all inteqer alqorithm : 

var 
array[1 •. 19,1 •• 3lJ of real; 
start tableau for Simplex 
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algorithm 

= array[l •• 51,1 •. 31J of integer; 
start tableau for All Integer 
algorithm 

• array [l~.19J of integer; 
cost coefficients of basic 
start variables when horizontal 
2*N grid orientation 

array [1.. 32J 

cost coefficients of non basic 
start variables when horizontal 
2*N grid orientation 

: array [l •• 19J of integer; 

cost coefficients of basic 

start variables when vertical 

2*N grid orientation 

array [l •• 32J of integer; 
cost coefficients of basic 
start variables when vertical 

2*N grid orientation 

data structure for the dynamic programming approach : 

var 
maximal length of allowed detour in 2*N grid 

cell units 

C1 cost coefficient for boundary 
crossing, horizontal 2*N grid 
orientation 

C2 CClst coefficient for boundary 
crosf,ing, horizontal 2*N grid 

orientation ~ 

C1 CClst coefficient for boundary 
cros~ing, vertical 2*N grid 
orientation 

C2 cost coefficient for boundary 
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crossing, vertical 2*N grid 
orientation 

C3 cost coefficient for via cost 

function 

. C4 cost coefficient for via cost . 
function 

type 
FIXED_TABLE_ELEHENT, record fields 

NET net number of fixed part 

VP vertex list of fixed part 
PP corresponding place list of fixed part 

var 
array[netJ of fixed_table_element 

number of fixed problems 

FIXED_TABLE is a temporary array for storage of the vertex 
lists and the corresponding place lists which are no w1r1ng 
problem in the 2*N grid (interconnection terminals with no 
existing interconnection or an existing interconnection to 

the outside of the 2*N grld). TBN_HIRING_TABLE contains the 

vertex lists with the corresponding place lists which should 
be routed. The router modifies only the vertex and place 
lists in TBN_HIRING_TABLE. 

var 
array[iJ of tbn_wiring_table indices 

sequence of tbn_wiring-problems which 
must be successively solved 

For the dynamic algorithm a new list structure is used to 
describe the different trees at each abscissa on the 2*N 
graph. One tree element describes the vertices a abscissa 

and b abscissa. 
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I I !---I Tl (4) 
[ I I [~J T3

(4) 

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 

I J T2 (4:1 
1 I [~J T4

(4) 

abcis 4 

Figure 34. Tree representation. 
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type 
TREE_POINTER, record fields 

var 

VERTEX_l 

VERTEX_2 

INDEGREE 
NEXT_TREEP 

vertex state of 2*N cell [abscissa,lJ 

vertex state of 2*N cell [abscissa,lJ 

number of predecessors 
: pointer to next tree ~omponent 

: dump list containing disposed tree 
components 

type 
EXTENSION_TABLE_ELEMENT, record fields : 

var 

type 

Nfl-CID 
OLD_ID 

HOR_EXTl_STATE 

. . 

index of new formed tree 
index of old extended tree 

vertex state of 2*N cell[abscissa,lJ 

when horizontal 2*N grid orientation 
vertex state of 2*N cell[abscissa,2J 
when horizontal 2*N grid orientation 
vertex state of 2*N cell[abscissa,lJ 
when vertical 2*N grid orientation 
vertex state of 2*N cell[abscissa,2J 

when vertical 2*N grid orientation 

array[1 •. 30J of extension_table_element, 
contains possible tree element 
extensions used by dynamic approach 

VERTEX_RECORD, record fields : 

var 

x 
y 

NET 

STATE 

: final grid x coordinate of vertex 
: final grid x coordinate of vertex 
: net number 

vertex state 

file of vertex_record 
the end results of the routing are dumped 
in this file 
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B.2 Procedure 'descriptions. 

Procedures for list element !!lanipulation : 

MOVE_VERTEX(var source 

var destination 
vertex....,pointer; 

vertex....,pointer); 

Moves a vertex component froll the source list to destination 
list. The first vertex c:omponent of the source list is 
removed and inserted at the beqinninq of the destination 
list. 

N'EH_VERTEX(var vertexp : vertex....,pointer); 

Creates a new vertex component. Tries to get the new 
element out of the free_"ertex_Iist; if this fails then 
creates a new vertex component. 

ADD_VERTEX(var destination 
net_nr 
vstate 

vertex....,pointer; 
inteqer; 
vertex_state); 

Creates new vertex component , fills the record fields net 

and state with respectively net_nr and vstate and inserts 

the vertex component at the beqinning of the destination 

list. 

MOVE_PLACE(var source 
var destination 

place....,pointer; 
place....,pointer); 

Moves a place component from the source list to destination 

list. The first place component of the source list is 
removed and inserted at the beginning of the destination 
list. 

Creates a new place compc,nent. T~s to get the new 
component out of the frE!e....,place_list; if this fails then 
new....,place creates a new component. 

ADD_PLACE < var destination : place....,pointer; 
x_coordinate integer; 
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y_coordinate : integer); 

Creates new place component, fills the record fields x and y 

with respectively x_coordinate and y_coordinate and inserts 

the creat~d place component at the beginning of the 

destination list. 

x_coordinate integer; 

y_coordinate : integer; 

var destination-place_list place-pointer; 

net_nr : integer; 

vstate vertex_state; 

var destination_vertex_list vertex-pointer); 

Creates a new place component and fills the records 

respectively with x_coordinate and y_coordinate. The place 

component is inserted at the beginning of the 

destination-place_list. Creates also a new vertex component 

and fills the records with net_nr and vstate, this component 

is inserted at the beginning of the destination_vertex_list. 

CHANGE_AND_MOVE_VERTEX_PLACE 

( x_coordinate 

y_coordinate 

var source-place_list 

var destination-place_list 

net_nr 

vstate 

var source_vertex_list 

var destination_vertex_list 

· integer; · 
· integer; · 
· place-pointer; · 
: place-pointer~ 

integer; 

vertex_state; 

vertex-pointer; 

· vertex-pointer); · 
Fills the first place component of the source-place_list 

respectively with x_coordinate and y_coordinate, removes 

this component out of the source list and inserts it at the 

beginning of the destination-place_list. Fills the first 

vertex component of the source vertex ~st respectively with 

net_nr and vstate, removes this component out of the source 

list and inserts it at the beginning of the 

destination_vertex list. 

Procedures to read all data : 
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Reads in all existing trel!_extensions from the file 
extension_file and initialise:s the extension_table. 

Structure in file extensiolrl_file are records 

following form: 
of the 

BUILD_CAPACITIES; 

Build capacities reads all via capacities and cell boundary 
capacities from the file 'capacity.dat / • Capacity.dat is a 
text file with the following contents on each line : 

format : line : 
<x grid coordinate) 
<y~grid-coordinate) 
<vI"a capacity) 
<upper horizontal boundary capacity) 
<rlght:vertical_boundary_capacity> 

x_grid_coordinate and y_grid_.coordinate denotes the place of 

the cell in the grid. 

- the via_capacity is 
cell[x_grid,y_grid1. 

the 

- the horizontal_boundary_capacity is the 
between the cells [x_grid,y_grid1 

[x_grid,y_grid + 11 • 

- the horizontal_boundary_capacity 
between the cells [x_grid + 

[x_grid,y_grid1 • 

i8 the 
1,y_qrid1 

Precondition : x_range and y __ range known. 

of the 

capacity 

and cell 

capacity 
and cell 

Reads the netlist from the f:Lle "netlist.dat". Netlist.dat 
is a text-file. The common lstructure of this file is 

<net range) <grid x range) <grid y range) 
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<net 1) <grid x terminal) <grid y terminal) 
[(grid x terminal)] [<grid y terminal)] 

<net net_range) <grid x terminal) <grid y terminal) 

[<grid x terminal)] [<grid y terminal» 

Reads in all existing patterns from the file pattern.dat and 

initialises link_table and the pattern_array. 

structure in file : 

<patternnr) < terminal_configuration_type > 
<hor_l_connect> <hor_2_connect) 

<ver_l_connect) <ver_2_connect> 

connections : 1 
otherwise 

exist 
not exist 

Reads the starting_tableau from the file simplex_file. 

Reads also the non_basic-profits and the basic-profits for a 

horizontal cut line and a vertical cut line. 
RMIN (x ,y : real) : real; 

Returns the minimum of x and y. 

EXCHANGE(var i, j : integer}; 

Exchanges the values of i and j. 

Initialises the random generator, must be executed once in 

the program. 

RANDOM(upper_bound : integer) : integer; 

Delivers a random whole number between I and upper_bound 
with uniform probability density function. 
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At the current hierarchical level a rectanqular area on the 
qrid is specified by the intl:!rval_bounds min_x, max_x, min.....,Y 

and maxJ. All vertex list.s in the selected area are 

convert in the net_vertex-plilce representation by qeneratinq 
for each vertex compopent thl:! correspondinq place component. 
Each vertex list of a net i:s arranqed first at increasinq x 
coordinate, secondly at incr/:!asinq y coordinate. 

Puts all the vertices of the net_vertex-place_list in the 
appropriate qrid cells. All place components are removed. 
The vertex list of each qrid cell is ordered at ascendinq 
net number. 

inteqer; 

column inteqer; 
var upper_te:rm : boolean; 
var lower_te:rm boolean); 

Searches for interconnection terminals of the net list which 

are located within the 2*N qrid cells [column,l], 

[column, 2]. returns : 'Llpper_term true 
cell[column,2] contains at least one 

-terminal of the qi ven net 
false : otherwise lower_term 

cell[column,2] contains at least one 
true 

terminal of the qiven net 

false otherwise 

CORRECT(var x : inteqer): real; 

Returns the correction coefficient used for factorised 

capacities. The parameter x represents the number of cells. 

Correct := (2x+l)/3x 

BISECT ( offset · inteqer; · 
interva1_lenqth · inteqer; · 

var min_ left · inteqer; · 
var max left · inteqer; - · 
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var left_length · integer; · 
var min_right integer; 

var max_right integer; 

var right_length · integer); · 
Partitions an interval starting at left index offset and 

having length interyal_length in two intervals having the 

same interval length or with the left interval length one 

smaller than the right interval length. Returns of both 

intervals the start coordinate, end coordinate and interval 

length. 

Calculates the factorised boundary capacities for the 

current 2*N grid • 

Calculates the factorised via capacities for the current 2*N 

grid. 

Determine the variables which are dependent of the cut line 

orientation. Affected variables : 

- n_dir, e_dir, s_dir, w_dir, n_range. 

Fills the tbn_x_interval with information of the grid 

interval data. 

Fills the tbn-y_interval with information of the grid 

interval data. 

Partitions a current grid column indexed by interval index 

into two columns. The grid_x_intervals and the 

tbn-y_intervals are updated. 
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Same for partitioning of a CU1!"rent grid row. 

Removes all existing wire cOnl'lections of the overflowed nets 
in the grid data structure. The interconnection terminal 
cells of the overflowed nets istill remain resident in the 
grid data structure. 

Dumps the data structure ,of the grid 
"vertex_file". 

on the file 

TOTAL_WlRE_LENGTH(min_x, max....,;x:, minJ, maxJ : integer): integer; 

At the current hierarchical level a rectangular area on the 

grid is specified by the interval bounds min_x, max_x, minJ 
and maxJ. Returns the total wire length of the routes 
embedded up to this point in interval_units. 
Procedures for development : 

PRINT_VERTEX_CONTENTS(var vertexp : vertex-pointer); 

Case vertexp points to a vertex component its contents is 
printed otherwise a nil pointer message is printed to the 
file result. 

Prints the contents of the fc.ur_list to the file result. 

PRINT_BOUNDARY_CROSSINGS(min_~ ,max_x , 
min_y ,maxJ : integer); 

At the current hierarchical level a rectangular area on the 

grid is specified by the intE~rval bouruts min_x, max_x, minJ 
and maxJ. The number of thE~ boundary ~rossing of all cells 
located within this area are written to the crossing_file. 
For each grid cell the folloning information is written to 
the crossing_file : 
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grid_cell [x interval coordinateJ 
[y-interval-coordinateJ 
[number of norizontal crossings east boundaryJ 
[number of vertical crossings north_Doundary~ 

At the current hierar9hical level a rectangular area on the 
grid is specified by the interval bounds min_x, max_x, min-y 
and max-y. Calculates and tabulates the number of boundary 
crossings of each grid cell. 

Prints the fixed table contents to the file result. 

Prints the the tbn_wiring_table contents to the file result. 

Prints the 2*N boundary capacities to the file result. 

Prints all four cell capacities to the file result. 

Prints the terminal configuration table contents to the file 

result. 

Prints the pattern solution found by the simplex algorithm 
to the file result. 

PRINT_TBN_X_INTERVAL; 

Prints the thn_x_interval contents to ~le result. 

Prints the thn-y_interval contents to file result. 
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Prints the grid_x_interval cClntents to file result. 

Prints the gridJ_intt;rval ccmtents tO,file result. 

Prints the temp_tbn contents to file result. 

Prints the wiring_tbn contents to file result. 

Prints the low_link contents to file result. 

At the current hierarchical level a rectangular area on the 
grid is specified by the interval_bounds min_x, max_x, minJ 

and maxJ. All vertices which are in the located area in 

the grid are written to the 'vertices_file. The the interval 
coordinates are printed. 
For each grid cell which has vertices in the located area 
the following information is written : 

grid cell 

<net_nr> [term] [dummy] [north] [east] [south] [west] 

At the current hierarchical level a rectangular area on the 
grid is specified by the int.erval_bounds min_x, max_x r minJ 

and maxJ. All wire segment.s which are embedded by the 

router op to this point s.nd all int~connection terminals 
are written to the segment_file. 
For each net which has vertj,ces in the located area the 
following information is wrj.tten 
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[horizontal wire_segmentsl 
[vertical wire_segmentsl 
[terminalsl 

PRINT_OVERFLOWS; 

Prints the overflowed nets to the file result. 
Procedures for linear programming approach 

Produces the hierarchical decomposition of a 2*N grid of 

length n_range in four cell problems. The decomposition is 
performed by breadth first search. The four_list produced 
reflects the four cell problems which should be successively 
solved to solve the complete 2*N wiring problem. 

proc four_ceIl_decomposition; 

if length N >= 2 

then 
"hierarchical level := 1"; 
"compose first four cell problem and add to list"; 
while four cell problems at current level left 

do 

for all four cell problems at the current level 
do 
if left part can be further partitioned 
then 

fi--, 

"partition,. add created four cell problem to 

the set one hierarchical level deeper"; 

~f right part can be further partitioned 
then 

fi; 

"partition, add created four cell problem to 
the set one hierarchical level deeper"; 

"increment hierarchical level~ 
od; 

od; 
fi; 

corp; 
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Dumps the four list. 

Calculates the factor~sed bo~mdary and via capacities of a 
four cell problem. Fourp points at the current four cell 
problem. The capacities are determined with heuristics in 
combination with the 2*N bowldary capacities. 

occupied_quadrants 
var terminal_type 

quadrant ; 
: integer); 

Converts the set of occupied quadrants in a terminal_type. 

MERGE_LISTS(var source_list_1 

var source_list_:2 

var destination_list 

vertex-pointer; 

vertex-pointer; 

vertex-pointer); 

Merge_lists sorts the vertices of both source list_l and 
source list_2 at increasing net_number and place the result 
in destination list. Assumes that by entry both 

source_lists are arranged at descending net number. By exit 

the destination_list is arranged at ascending net number. 

INITIALISE_LINEAR; 

Gets a row or a column out o,f the current grid representing 

a l*N grid. The l*N grid is partitioned into a 2*N grid and 

all tables are initialised for the linear programming 

approach which is solved by the simplex or gomory algorithm. 
Each I*N grid is scanned frclm left to right. Dependent on 
the state of the finite stoLte machine different actions are 
taken. 
Description of the states : 

single : I*N cell contains no. interco~ections 

to other I*N cells" 
open 

busy 

start of horizontal wire segment in 
current I*N cell 
I*N cell is a piec4! of a horizontal 

wire secpnent 



close 
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end of horizontal wire seqment in the 
current I*N cell 

proc initialise_linear 

"convert the vertices in the selected grid row/column 

to the net_vertex-place representation"; 

{ partition the I*N' grid and place the elements forming 
wiring problems in wiring_tbn, those which are not in 
temp_tbn ) 

for all nets having vertices in the I*N grid 

do 
if net already overflowed 
then 

"remove all existing wire connections, interconnection 

terminal cells remain in the data base"; 

else 

{ initialise machine_state } 

machine state := single; 
repeat 

"get next cell G of vertex list ot current net"; 

"construct vertex state of cell G-[i], G+[iJ"; 

"determine next machine state"; 

( execute next machine state ) 

case machine state of 
single : if G-[iJ = [J 

then 
if G+[iJ = [J 
then 
'error: empty vertex read' 

else G+[iJ <> [] 

fi 

else 

put in temp_tbn[i,2] 

if G+[iJ = [J 
then 

"put in temp_tbn[i,lJ"; 

else G+[iJ <> [J 
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"put both vertices in wiring_tbnri,j]"; 
"add new descriptor in tbn_wiring_table"; 

if first wiring problem of this net 

then 

"updat.e low_link" 

fi; 
fi; 

"create new entry in tbn_wiring_table"; 
if first wiring problem of this net 

then 

"update lc)w_link"; 

busy : "put non em]:>ty vertices in wi r ing_tbn " ; 
close "put non em];>ty vertices in wiring_tbn"; 

"close CUrrl!nt tbn_wiring_table entry"; 

~; 

until vertex list empty; 

fi; 

od; 

Constructs the first four cell wiring problem of the chip 

for the linear programming approach. All nets of the net 

list are read and all tables· are initialised. 

proc ini tialise_first_four_c:ell-problem 

for all nets 

do 

"determine all quadrantn having interconnection terminals" 

if more than one quadrant occupied 

~ 
"put vertices in wirin9_tbn"; 
"generate tbn_wirin9_table descriptor"; 

else 

"put vertices in temp._tbn"; ~ 

fi; 
od; 

corp; 
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COLLECT TERMINAL_CONFIGURATIONS(var fourp : four-pointer); 

Determines for each net in the tbn_wirinq_table the possible 
terminal_conf iqurat ion_type for the current four cell 

problem fourp. All nets are examined and the terminal 

confiquration types are stored in term_conf_table. 

proc collect_terminal~confiqurations 
"reset all occupied quadrants in the tbn_wirinq_table"; 
for all quadrants 

do 

for all vertices positioned in this quadrant 

do 

od; 

"mark correspondinq quadrant of correspondinq 
wirinq problem occupied"; 

od; 

"determine for each wirinq problem its terminal 

confiquration type"; 
for all wirinq problems 

do 
if more than one quadrant occupied 

then 

"increment correspondinq term_conf_type"; 

"mark problem as real wirinq problem at this staqe" 

~ 
"mark problem as no real wir1nq problem at this staqe"; 

Updates the solution of a four cell problem found by 

solution of the inteqer proqramminq problem. 

proc update_four_cell_solution 

for all wirinq problems in reversed ~der 
do 
if real wirinq problem at this staqe 
then 

"find net number and terminal confiquration type"; 
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if corresponding wirinq patterns left over 
then 

"construct cell states of the wiring pattern"; 

"update patterns left:. over"; 

for all non empty cell states 

do 

else 

if vertex already in corresponding vertex list 
adjacent to th~! cut line 

then 

"update its state" 

else 

"insert new vertex with appropriate cell state"; 
fi; 

"mark net overflowed"'; 

fi 

fi 

od; 
corp; 

Puts the routes in the wirinq'_tbn which are found by the 

linear programming approach and the fixed part in the 

temp_tbn back in the grid. 

proc 
"merge the vertices lists 4Jf temp_tbn and wiring_tbn"; 

"put merged lists back in Ilppropriate grid cells"; 

SIMPLEX ( restrictive_wiring boolean; 

var wireable_ solution boolean; 

var integer_solution : boolean; 

var cycling : boolean) ; 

Tries to solve the linear prOgrammirlt problem with the 

simplex algorithm. 

- restrictive wiring : true in case that only patterns 
are allowed which don't may cross both boundaries hl 

and h2 and false otherwise. 
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wireable solution : true if all wire problems may be 

embedded, this means that all slack variables of 

pattern overflows are zero. 

- integer solution : tells if the optimal result all 

pattern numbers have integer values. 

- cycling : true then the algorithm is stopped after 100 

iterations because is may got cycling. 

Procedures ~ for simplex algorithm 

Constructs a feasible start tableau for the primal simplex 

algorithm. In order to improve the likelihood of an optimal 

integer solution all boundary and via capacities are 

rounded. Initialise also the variable index rows 

basic_variable and non_basic_variable. 

Selects the pivot column in the current tableau. The pivot 

column selection rule is to select a[jJ with the most 

negative object coefficient to be the pivot column. This 

means a steepest descent increase of the object function in 

the next tableau. 

Selects the pivot row in the current tableau. Let theta 

denote the natural pivot ration where theta is minimal 

a[i,OJ/a[i,sJ with i ) 0, a[i,OJ )= 0, a[i,sJ > 0 and s the 

pivot column. The primal feasibility of the tableau will be 

preserved if 0 (= a[v,OJ/a[v,sJ (= theta. The pivot 

selection rule is to select the row with the natural pivot 

ratio as the pivot row. Break ties by an arbitrary 

selection. 

PIVOTING; 

Performs a pivot operation with the pivot_column serving as 

the pivot column and the pivot_row serving as the pivot row. 

The pivot operation is carried out by Gauss elimination. 
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Remarks : 

- Several tests are to save unnecessary 

computations. 

- Because finite arithmet:ic zero elements are detected by 

comparing them with elPsilon. Epsilon is a very small 

number. 

Checks if the current tableau is optimal. In the optimal 

tableau all object coefficients a[O,i] with 1 <= i <= 32 are 

zero or positive. Case the current tableau is optimal 

returns "true", "false" otherwise. 

Checks in the optimal tableau if all pattern numbers have 

integer values. Case this assertion holds returns "true", 

"false" otherwise. This procedure copies also the solution 

in the pattern_table pattern. 

Checks in the optimal tableau for pattern overflows. This 

means that all artificial variables of the terminal 

configuration types in a wireable solution are zero: a[i,.O] 

= 0 with 1 (= i (= 11 in the! optimal tableau. 

proc simplex 

if restrictive_wirinq 

then 

max_column := 24 

else 

max_column := 32; 

fi; 

"initialise start tableau"; 

repeat 

select-pivot_column; 

select-pivot_row; 

pivoting; 

"increment nUJilber of i tmrations" ; 
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until optimal_tableau or (iteration = 100); 

"check for cycling"; 

"check for pattern_overflows"; 

"check for all_integer"'pattern_solution"; 

GOMORY( restrictive_wiring boolean; 

var wireable_solution : boolean); 

Tries to solve the linear programming problem with the 

gomory algorithm which finds the optimal solution with the 

additional constraint that all variables have to be 

integers. 

- restrictive wiring : true in case that only patterns 

are allowed which don't may cross both boundaries hI 

and h2 and false otherwise. 

wireable solution : true if all wire problems may be 

embedded, this means that all slack variables of 

pattern overflows are zero. 

Procedures used within Gomorv algorithm : 

INITIALISE_START_TABLEAU 
Constructs a feasible start tableau for the gomory 

algorithm. All boundary and via capacities are rounded. 

Adjoins the Gomory cut row in the tableau. The Gomory cut 

is generated from the source row v and the pivot as follows 

: s = entier(a[v,O]/a[v,s]) + sum over j 

entierCa[v,j]/a[v,s])*(-x) with j all indices of the non 

basic variables. 

SELECT_PIVOT_COLUMN; 

Selects pivot column in the tabl~. The purpose of 

introducing the L_row is to help us choose the pivot column. 

Let a[l,j] denote the coefficient in the j_th column and the 

L_th row. Corresponding to each column a[j] of the tableau 

we define a new column r[j] as follows : 
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r[j] = [entierCa[O,j]/a[l,jJ) , entier(a[l,j]/a[l,j]) ••. ] 

The pivot ~election rule is 1:0 select a[s] to be the pivot 

column if r[j] is the lexic()graphical smallest column among 

the columns r[j] with a[l,j] )= O. The column b is 

lexicographical small,er than the column c if and only if the 

inequality ark] < b[k] holds for the first unequal elements 

of band c. 

Selects the pivot_row in the current tableau. Let theta 

denote the natural pivot ratio where theta is minimal 

a[i,O]/a[i,s] with i ) 0 ,a[1,0] ) 0 and s the pivot column. 

The primal feasibility of the tableau will be preserved if 

a[v,O]/a[v,s] < theta. We acijoin to the tableau a Gomory 

cut generated from the sourc,e row v : 

s = entierCa[v,O]/a[v,s]) + sum over j entier(a[v,j]/a[v,s])~(-x) 

Then v is a legitimate source row if and only if 0 <= 
entier(a[v,O]/ a[v,s]) <= theta. We define the set V as the 

set of all rows that satisfy the above equation. Then we 

choose the source row according the following rules 

a. Select as the source row the row v element of V which 

has been a member of V through the longest sequence of 

immediately preceding tableaux; break ties by an 

arbitrary selection. Go to step (b). 

b. Repeatedly select the row v chosen in step (a) so long 

as row v element of V. In the first tableau for which 

v not an element of V return to (a). 

PIVOTING; 

Pivots the tableau. Performs a pivot operation with the 

pivot_column serving as t.he pivot ~lumn and the cut_row 

serving as the pivot row. ~'he pivot operation is carried 

out by Gauss elimination. Several tests are made to save 

unnecessary computations. 

Remark : the pivot element j.s always one. 
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Checks for an optimal solution in the tableau. In the 

optimal tableau all elements a[O,jJ with j )= 1 are zero or 

positive. Case the current tableau is optimal returns 

'"'true", "false" otherwise. 

lie define a wireable solution as a solution with no terminal 

configuration overflows. This means that all a[i,OJ in the 

optimal tableau have to be zero for 1 <= i <= 11. Case this 

assertion holds returns "true", "false" otherwise. 

Copies the solution of the final tableau in the pattern 

table. 

proc gomory 

if restrictive wiring 

then 

max_column := 24 

else 

max_column := 32, 

initialise_start_tableau; 

while not optimal_tableau 

do 

select-pivot_column; 

select-pivot_row, 

adjoin_cut_row, 

pivoting; 

od; 

fill-patterns; 

wireable_solution := pattern_overflows; 

Procedures used for the dynamic programming approach : 

VIA_VERTEX<state : vertex_state) : boolean; 

This function returns "true" if the vertex_state contains a 
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via, "false" otherwise. 

UPDATE_INCREASING_CAPACITIES(cell_state 

x_tbn 

y_tbn 

vertex_state; 

integer; 

integer); 

This procedure updates the boundary and via capacities of 

the 2*N cell when wire connection within this cell are 

removed. Updates the boundary capacity at the north and 

east side of the cell COinciding with the edges in the 

lattice graph and via capacity of the corresponding cell. 

The 2*N cellrx_tbn,y_tbnl contains a piece of a net 

described by its vertex state cell_state. If the vertex 

implicates boundary crossings at the east and north grid 

lines the corresponding cell boundary capacities are 

increased. If the 2*N cell contains a via then the 

corresponding via capacity o,f that 2*N cell is increased by 

one. 

UPDATE_DECREASING_CAPACITIES(cell_state : vertex_state; 

x_tbn integer; 

y_tbn : integer); 

This procedure updates the :boundary and via capacities of 

the 2*N cell when wire connection within this cell are 

added. Updates the boundary capacity at the north and east 

side of the cell cOincidj.ng with the edges in the lattice 

graph and via capacity of the corresponding cell. The 2*N 

cellrx_tbn,y_tbnl contains cL piece of a net described by its 

vertex state cell_state. If the vertex implicates boundary 

crossings at the east and nc)rth grid lines the corresponding 

cell boundary capacities arE! decreased. If the 2*N cell 

contains a via then the corresponding via capacity of that 

2*N cell is decreased by OnE~. 

Determines for 

tbn_wiring_table 

column left and 

column right. 

all 

the 

the 

current wiring 

most left hand 

most right hand 

Special attention is 

problems 

possible 

in the 

detouring 

possible detouring 

made for different 
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wiring problems with the same net number since left and 

right of different wiring problems may have an overlap that 

could result in a superfluous interconnection. Left and 

right are so determined that the different pieces of the 

same net of the resulting wiring solution never can have 

overlapping wire segments. The lim~ts left and right are 

dependent of : 

value of max_detour 

more wiring problems of the same net 

grid location 

Eroc determine_detour_limits 

for all nets forming a wiring problem 

do 

"collect all wiring problems of that net"; 

"select most left situated wiring problem"; 

"compute left detour limit"; 

while more problems left 

do 

"compute right detour limit in combination with 

immediately following wiring problem"; 

1I sel ec t immediately following wiring problem"; 

"compute left detour limit in combination with 

previous wiring problem"; 

od" ; 

"compute right detour limit1l; 

od'" - , 
corE"; 

Removes all wire connections within the 2*N grid of the 

w1r1nq problem indexed by tbn-problem_index. The 2*N 

boundary capacities and the 2*N via capacities are updated. 

All empty vertex components and their corresponding place 

components are removed out both lists~ the corresponding 

wiring problem. 

INITIALISE_DYNAMIC; 

Gets a row or a column out the current grid which is 
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partitioned in a 2*N grid, the tables tbn_wiring_table and 
fixed_table are initialised for the dynamic programming 
approach. Thn_wiring_table contains the wiring problems 

wi th descriptor and their velrtex and place list, fixed table 

is a temporary table conta:i.ning components situated wi thin 
the 2*N grid forming no wiring problem at this stage. 
Description of the states : 

single : I*N cell contains nlJ interconnections 
to other I*N cells. 

open : start of horizontal wire segment in 

current I*N cell 
busy : I*N cell is a piece of a horizontal 

wire segment 
close : end of horizontal wire segment in the 

current l*N cell 

proc initialise_dynamic 
. "convert the vertices in t:h.e selected grid row/column 

to the net_vertex'-place representation"; 
for all nets having vertices in the l*N grid 

do 
if net already overflowed 

then 
"remove all existing wire connections, put 
remaining interconnection terminals in the 
fixed table"; 

else 

[ initialise machine state ) 

repeat 
"get next vertex of cell G[i] with corresponding 
place component"; 

"construct the vertex state of cell G-[i], G+[i]"; 

"determine next mac'bine state"; 

( execute the current machine ~ate ) 

~ machine state clf 
single : if G-[i] = [] 

then 
if cell_state 2 = [] 
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then 
'error : empty vertex read'; 

else 

"put vertex and place component in 

fixed table"; 
fi 

else 
if G+[2] = [] 
then 

"put vertex and place component in· 

fixed table"; 

else 
"create new entry in wiring table"; 
"put both vertex and place components 
in the wiring table"; 

fi; 

open create new wiring table entry;"; 

"push elements on local stack"; 
busy: "push elements on local stack"; 
close: "push elements on local stack"; 

"dump stack in wiring table"; 

"close current wiring descriptor entry"; 

esac; 

until no components left; 
fi; 

od; 
"determine detour limits for all wiring problems"; 

corp; 

DYNAMIC_WIRING<tbn-problem_index : integer); 

Gets the wiring problem indexed by tbn-problem_index and 
wires that net with the dynamiC programming approach. 

Procedures in dynamic wiring : 
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the edge costs for the following edges in the 2*N grid Calculates 
edge 11 
edge-22 
edge:12 : 

edge[(abscissa - l,l),(abscissa,l)l 
edge[(abscissa - 1,2),(abscissa,2)l 
edge[(abscissa ,1),(abscissa,2)l 

The cost Of each edge depends on 

- the current orientation of the 2*N grid on the chip 
- the 2*N boundary capaci ti~!s 

HORIZONTAL_COST_FUNCTION(var argument real) : real; 

Calculates the cost of a hor:izontal edge. A horizontal edge 

is a possible wire connection between the grid cells G [i,jl 

and G [i + l,jl. The followIng formula is used: 

horizontal_cost_function = (hor_cl_coeff1cient A (argument» 
... hor_c2_coefficient 

VERTICAL_COST_FUNCTION(var a~gument : real) : real; 

Calculates the cost of a vertical edge. A vertical edge is 

a possible wire connection between the grid cells G [i,jl 
and G [1 + l,jl. The following formula is used 

vertical_cost_function = (ver_cl_coefficient A (argument» 

+ ver_c2_coefficient 

VERTEX_COST(var state : vertex_state; 
y _tbn inte~qer : real; 

Vertex_cost calculates the c:ost of the vertex in the 2*N 
cell [abscissa,y_tbnl by means of its vertex state. The 

vertex cost is calculated wj,th the following formula : 

vertex_cost = (c3_coefficient A (argument» + c4_coefficient 

Argument is the 2*N via capl!Lcity of the cell[abscissa,y_tbnl 

ELEMENT_COST(vertex_l_state : vertex_state; 
vertex_2_state : vertex_state ) : real; 

Calculates the cost of Ii. tree e~ent consisting of 
vertex_I_state and vertex_2._state. 
Vertex_I_state is the verte:r: state of 2*N cell (abscissa, l) , 
vertex_2_state is the verte:1t state of 2*N cell (abscissa,2). 
The total cost is formed by the sum of the following 

resident elements in the tree_element: 
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edge_22_cost 

edge_12_cost 
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w_dir in vertex_l_state 

w_dir in vertex_2_state 

: n_dir in vertex_l_state 

- vertex cost(vertex_l_state} 

- vertex_cost(vertex_2_state) 

If the current net has already any interconnection terminals 

or outgoing interconnections on the current abscissa of the 

2~N grid then we introduce new 'terminal cells' (these cells 

are member of the set A). The fixed parts (interconnection 

terminals and fixed wire_connections) are reflected in the 

variables 

The corresponding vertex and place components are removed 

out of the lists in the tbn_wiring_table. The variables 

cell_l_member and cell_2_member indicate if the 2~N cells 

are member of set A ('terminal cells'). 

var successor 

vertex_I_state 

vertex_2_state 

treeJ)ointer; 

treeJ)ointer; 

vertex_state; 

vertex_state>; 

Creates a new tree_element and fills it with the vertex 

states vertex_l_state and vertex_2_state. A new tree 

consisting of the new created tree element and the tree 

where successor points at is formed. The pointer root 

points at the new generated tree formed by successor and the 

tree_element consisting of vertex_l_state and 

vertex_2_state. 

REMOVE_TREE(var root: treeJ)ointer); 

Removes only unique tree_elements of the tree where root 

points at. We define unique elements ~ all successive tree 

elements starting from the root which d~n/t belong to any 

other tree. All the unique elements are removed. 

Updates the all trees and their corresponding costs when 
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one step is made in the dynamic programming approach. All 
redundant tree elements are removed. 

Table_index points at a possible tree extension in the 
extension table for the dynamic programming. 
Tree_table_cost calculates the total cost of the tree 
composed of the old tree and the new tree element. 

Table_index pOints at a pC1ssible tree_extension in the 
extension_table. This tree! extension is performed and the 
cost of the extended tree is updated. 

Table_index pOints at a pc)ssible tree_extension in the 
extension table. This tree E~xtension is performed. 

CHEAPEST_TREE_EXTENSION(extension_l 
extension_2 

extellsion_3 

extension_4 

Selects the tree extension with 

integer; 
integer; 

integer; 

integer); 

the lowest 

different tree extension possibilities are 

extension_l extension_4 which correspond 

cost. The 
given by 
with a 

extensions in the extension table. If this procedure finds 

a actual extension parameter w.ith the value zero then this 
and all parameters are skipp l9d. The cheapest tree extension 
is selected. 

{ initialise all trees and their corresponding costs } 

if left detour possible 
then 

~ 

"construct cheapest tree T(left - 1)"; 
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if first <> last 
then 

"determine_ceIl_members"; 

"calculate_edge_costs"; 

"construct initial trees Tl, T2, T3, T4"; 

"increment abscis,sa"; 
"update_trees_and_costs"; 
while abscissa <) last 

do 

"determine_ceIl_members"; 

"calculate_edge_costs"; 

"construct TI(abscissa), T2(abscissa}, T3(abscissa), T4(abscif 
"increment abscissa"; 
"update_trees_and_costs"; 

od 

"construct cheapest close tree"; 

if right detour permitted 

then 
"construct T4(last)"; 

fi 
else (first = last} 

"construct straight connection"; 

if right detour permitted 

then 
"construct T4(last)"; 

fi; 
fi; 

if right detour permitted 

then; 
"construct cheapest right detour"; 
"select cheapest (previous close tree, right 'detour)"; 

fi; 
"trace Steiner tree back"; 

"construct the corresponding vertex and place components"; 

"update the boundary and via capaci~sll; 

"place route back in tbn_wiring_table"; 

corp; 
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Determine routes for all wiring problems. Takes all 

problems in the tbn_wiring_table sequentially at increasing 

order of their appearance in the table. 

Places the routes in ~he tbn __ wiring_table which are found by 

the dynamic programming apPI"oach and the fixed parts in the 

fixed table back in the apprc)priate location in the grid. 

If the simplex algorithm genE!rates overflows or gives not an 

integer solution then thil5 procedure converts the data of 

the linear programming approach to the data for the 

initialisation of the dynclmic programming approach. This 

means that the data of the w:iring_tbn and the temp_tbn is 

converted to respectively the tbn_wiring_table and the 

fixed_table. 

Calculates the congestion weights for each wiring problem 

after the first time routed. The congestion weight for each 

net is simply the sum of all boundary and via overflows of 

the cells which are occupied by that net. 

Orders all wiring problems i.n the tbn_wiring_table at such a 

way that the router starts l'erouting with the most congested 

nets. Quicksort performs sorting. 

COMMON_REROUTING; 

Rerouts each wiring problem of the tbn_wiring_table. The 

router takes each wiring problem at increasing order of 

appearance in the tbn_wirin~J_table. ~ 

Rerouts each net of the tbn._wiring_table. The router takes 

each net at decreasin4;J order of appearance in the 
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Reroutes each wiring problem in the tbn_wiring_table. The 

w1r1ng problem are random selected in order to decrease net 
order dependence of the rerouted nets.' 

CONGESTION_REROUTING; 

Reroutes each wiring problem in the tbn_wiring_table. First 

a congestion_function is calculated for each wiring problem 
in the tbn_wiring_table. The wiring problems are rerouted 
in order of decreasing congestion weight. 
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